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It is shown that if a second countable locally compact group G acts non- 
singularly on an analytic measure space (S, CL), then there is a Bore1 subset 
E C S such that EG is corm11 in S and each sG n E is countable. It follows 
that the measure groupoid constructed from the equivalence relation s N sg 
on E may be simply described in terms of the measure groupoid made from the 
action of some countable group. Some simplifications are made in Mackey’s 
theory of measure groupoids. A natural notion of “approximate finiteness” 
(AF) is introduced for nonsingular actions of G, and results are developed parallel 
to those for countable groups; several classes of examples arising naturally are 
shown to be AF. Results on “skew product” group actions are obtained, 
generalizing the countable case, and partially answering a question of Mackey. 
We also show that a group-measure space factor obtained from a continuous 
group action is isomorphic (as a von Neumann algebra) to one obtained from a 
discrete group action. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The results in [12, 131 represent an attempt to study actions of general 
countable groups on measure spaces from the point of view of orbit (or Dye) 
equivalence and so extend and amplify earlier work of Dye [IO, Ill, Krieger 
[20-241, and others for the case of integer actions. The present paper is a 
continuation of this program: We propose to study actions of general locally 
compact (second countable) groups on measure spaces again from the point of 
view of orbit equivalence. There are a substantial number of technical difficulties 
in the continuous case which were avoided completely in [12, 131 by the 
countability assumptions. The major theme of the present paper is that virtually 
every question in the continuous case can be reduced to the countable case, at 
least so far as orbit equivalence is concerned. We achieve this by establishing, 
for any locally compact group action, the existence of a Bore1 set which intersects 
each orbit in a discrete set. For actions of the real line, this goes back to [l]. For 
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free actions, the result was obtained by Forrest [14], and our proof is in part 
an extension of his techniques. Series [36] extends Forrest’s results to certain 
nonfree actions. In Section 2 we completely eliminate the freeness assumption. 
The succeeding sections exploit this basic result. It turns out that the most 
efficient method of doing so is to employ the language and techniques of measure 
groupoids and virtual groups as introduced by Mackey [26]. In fact measure 
groupoids can be viewed as designed exactly to discuss orbit equivalence of 
group actions. However, it will be necessary for us to amplify and clarify the 
existing literature, especially in regard to the notion of similarity of measure 
groupoids. This is done in Section 3. The results of that section suggest that 
a certain “good” kind of similarity is most useful, not only for the situation at 
hand, but more generally. We term this “concrete similarity” and develop its 
properties and consequences in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we merge the 
“discrete section” theorem of Section 2 and the results of Sections 3 and 4. 
The main result here is Theorem 5.6, characterizing orbit spaces of continuous 
group actions. However, there are a number of other results of some interest, 
especially the rather surprising Corollary 5.8. We briefly discuss cohomology 
groups of measure groupoids, and show how all questions can be reduced to 
the countable case which was discussed in [ 121. 
In Section 6 we introduce a natural notion of approximate finiteness for 
continuous actions (or measure groupoids), developing properties of such 
groupoids, and showing that various groupoids which arise naturally are in fact 
approximately finite. The right definition of approximate finiteness for con- 
tinuous group actions was also noticed, independently, by Series [2]. We extend 
Schmidt’s [33] notion of a transient cocycle and employ it together with the 
“section” theorem to obtain a generalization of (part of) the Ambrose representa- 
tion theorem for flows. Finally, in Section 8 we show that any von Neumann 
algebra arising from the regular representation of a principal measure groupoid 
associated to a locally compact group action arises already from the regular 
representation of a groupoid with countable orbits. This section contains also 
an extension to the continuous-orbit case of the main result in [13], which 
characterizes “Cartan subalgebras” of von Neumann algebras. 
2. DISCRETE SECTIONS 
First, some definitions. G will always be a second countable locally compact 
group. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let S be an analytic G space with quasi-invariant probabil- 
ity measure CL. A Bore1 set EC S will be called complete if EG = [E] is conull; 
it will be called a countable section if sG n E is countable for all s. It will be 
called a 1acunar-y section if there is a neighborhood U of the identity of G such 
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that sU n E = (s} for all s E E. Clearly every lacunary section is a countable 
section. 
We wish to show that for any nonsingular G action, there is a complete 
lacunary section (Theorem 2.8). The first step will be to show that if we have a 
complete lacunary section for an action, we can find other sections where the 
“gaps” are as large as we wish. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose a nonsingular action of G on (S, p) has a complete 
lacunary section. Then for any compact set KC G, there is a complete set E 
satisfying 
SK n E = {s) for SEE. c*> 
Proof. We will show that we can always find a Bore1 set E,, satisfying (*) 
such that p([E,,]) > 0. A straightforward exhaustion argument will then com- 
plete the proof. Let Fa be the given complete lacunary section; thus for a certain 
neighborhood U of e in G, if both s and su are in F,, , with u E U, then su = s. 
Let V be a symmetric neighborhood of e with V2 C U and choose k, ,..., k, so 
that KC U k,V. We will construct, inductively, decreasing sections F, 1 
Fl 3 ... 1 F, , where each Fi has the properties (i) p([FJ) > 0, (ii) if s E Fi and 
s&v E Fj for some i < i, with z, E I’, then skiv = s. We are given F, , and the set 
F, will be the desired E,, . 
To construct Fi given Fjel , let F’j-1 = {s E Fjel : (skjV n F+J - {s} # a}. 
We claim that F’,-l n skj V contains at most one point; for if sk,v and sk$ are in 
F’-r then Sk& = Sk&v-%‘); since V-IV E U it follows that skiv’ = skjv. Thus 
there is a well-defined map f from F’j-l into Fjpl assigning to each s E F’,-l the 
unique point f (s) in Fjwl of the form f (s) = skia, ZI E V. The set F’-r is evidently 
Borel, as is the map f, and furthermore f (s) is in the same G orbit as s. If [F’J 
is of positive measure, we may choose a Bore1 subset F”+r of Fljpl so that 
f(F”-l) is disjoint from F”?-r with [F”j-l] still of positive measure. We set 
Fj = F”pl . If on the other hand [F”-J is null, we let Fi = Fjpl - Fripl . In 
either case Fi satisfies (i) and (ii). 1 
Since part of the argument of the Proof of Theorem 2.8 will be a kind of 
induction on the structure of the group G, it will simplify the discussion to 
introduce temporarily the following terminology: A locally compact group G 
has property (A) if for any nonsingular action of G there is always a complete 
lacunary section. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let K be a compact normal subgroup of G. If G/K has property (A) 
then so does G. 
Proof. If (S, CL) is a G space, we may assume without loss of generality, by 
[38, Theorem 3.21, that S is embedded via an equivariant Bore1 isomorphism 
into a topological G-transformation space with X polonais. Then the K orbits 
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are closed sets and the saturation of any open set is open, hence Borel. By 
[8, Lemma 21, X/K is standard and there is a Bore1 cross section c: X/K + X. 
Then S/K is a subset of SIX, hence analytic, and c maps S/K into S. Now S/K 
with the quotient measure ji from TV on S is a Bore1 G space with K operating 
trivially, hence a Bore1 G/K space with quasi-invariant measure i;. Then by 
hypothesis there exists a complete lacunary section E for G/K acting on S/K. 
It is easy to see that c(E) is a complete lacunary section for G acting on X. fl 
Lmm 2.4. If G has an open subgroup G, with property (A), then G has 
property (-+I). 
Proof. Let (S, cl) be a G space (it is a fortiori a G, space), so let E be a 
complete lacunary section for F, . It is obvious that E is also a complete lacunary 
section for G. u 
Now, any locally compact group has an open subgroup G, which itself has a 
compact normal subgroup K such that GO/K is a Lie group; see [28]. Therefore 
the problem has been reduced to showing that every connected Lie group has 
property (-4). 
Before turning to Lie groups, we first establish the key lemma that we will 
eventually invoke to obtain sections. The next argument is clearly inspired by 
Forrest [14]. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let S be a locally compact second countable topological G-space 
with quasi-invariant Bore1 probability measure IL. Let Ht = {x 1 tx = x} be 
the isotrop_v subgroup at t and HtQ its connected component of the identity. Suppose 
that for each s E S there exist a neighborhood W of s and a compact neighborhood L 
of e in G such that 
(I) for tE W, H,OnL = H,nL, 
(2) if t(n) --f t in W, and if V is any open subset contained inL” with Hfo n V 
nonempty, then HI: “, (3 V is nonempty for some n. 
Then S has a complete larunary section. 
Proof. Consider the family of nonnull G-invariant Bore1 subsets of S which 
as G spaces admit complete lacunary sections. In view of Lemma 2.2, this family 
is closed under countable unions. Hence we can find one, T,, , whose measure 
u = p( TO) is maximal. It is enough to show that m = 1. If  not, S, = S - TO is 
nonnull, and according to the hypotheses we may find a pair W, L satisfying (1) 
and (2) of the statement of the lemma, such that W is also closed, L is symmetric 
and p(S,, n S’) > 0. 
Let d be a metric for the topology on S and let D be a compact symmetric 
neighborhood of e in G with D2 CL. For E > 0, let A, = (s E S, f~ W: if 
d(s, s.v) :z E, then x 6 H,O(L) - H,O(int(D))}. We assert that S, n W = (J AI,,, ; 
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for if not we would have an s E S,, n W and a sequence x(n) E H with 
d(s, sx(n)) < l/n with x(n) E H,OL - H,O(int 0). Thus there are elements 
h(n) E H,O with h(n) x(n) EL - int(D), which is a compact set. Extracting a 
convergent subsequence, and using the same notation, we may in effect assume 
that h(n) x(n) converges to some y  in L - int(D). Then sy = s, so y  E H,T ; 
but H, n L = H,: n L by hypothesis, so y  E HSo. Then for some large n, 
y-%(n) x(n) E int(D), so finally x(n) E H,O(int D), a contradiction. 
We next claim that A, is open relative to So n W. For suppose s(n) + s 
with s E So n W and s(n) E So n W - A,. Then for each n, there exists an 
44 6 Hi’& - Hi’,,,WP)), so that d(s(n), s(n) x(n)) < E. Hence we can find 
an h(n) E fC’vi, with h(n) x(n) EL - int(D). As before, extract a convergent 
subsequence and relabel; thus we may assume that h(n) x(n) + x EL - int(D). 
By continuity, d(s, sx) < E. Now suppose that x E H,70(int(D)), and write 
x = hy. Then as x EL, and y  E int(D) = int(D)-l, it follows that h E int(P). 
We choose U to be an open neighborhood of e in G such that U-iU C int(D) y-i 
and hUC int(P). Then for some integer n, , h-lb(n) x(n) E Uy for all n > n, . 
Since h E H,O n hU, it follows by the second hypothesis of the lemma that we 
can find an n > n, and an element h(n)’ E H&, n hU. Then (h(n)‘)-l h(n) x(n) = 
(h(n)‘)-lhh-lb(n) x(n) E U-lUy C int(D) y-ly = int(D). Thus x(n) E h(n)-l h(n)’ 
int(D) C Hf,,, int(D), a contradiction. Th is establishes the claim that A, is 
open relative to So n W. 
Now for some E > 0, A, is not a null set, and by the previous paragraph we 
may find an open ball B C W of diameter less than E with B, = B n So C A, 
and with p(BO) > 0. 
Next we claim that if s E B, then B, n s(int(D)) = B, n sL. Indeed if 
t E B, n sL, then there exists x EL such that t = sx, and since s, t E B, , 
d(s, t) < E. But s E A, , and it follows by definition that we can write x = hy 
with h E HSo, y  E int(D). Hence t = sx = shy = sy E s(int(D)). 
We now define on B, an equivalence relation m by s m t i f f  sy = t for some 
y  E int(D). This proposed equivalence is clearly reflexive and symmetric. To 
show transitivity, we let s w t and t m u so that there are elements x, y  E int(D) 
with sx = t, ty = u. But since sxy = u is in B, and int(D)2 CL, u E B, n sL, 
and by the above u is in B, n s int(D), so u m s. 
Now for a subset Q of B, , let [[Q]] be the saturation of Q relative to e. We 
claim that if Q is open relative to B, , so is [[Q]]. Indeed [[Q]] = B, n QL = 
lJrsL (B, n Qx) and so it suffices to show that B, n Qx is open in B, . Let Q’ 
be an open subset of B such that Q’ n B, = Q. Then if t E B, n Q’x, there 
exists s E Q’ such that t = sx. Then tx-r = s is in So so t E (So n Q’)x n B, = 
(So n B n Q’)x n B, = Qx n B, . Thus B, n Qx = B, n Q’x is open relative 
to B, . 
It is clear that each equivalence class of w is closed relative to B, ; it follows 
that the quotient Bore1 space B,/ iu is analytic. Let v  be the quotient map. By 
the von Neumann selection theorem, there exists a subset F C B,/w which is 
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standard as a Bore1 space (and hence a Bore1 subset of B,,/w), which is conull 
relative to the projection of p/B,, into the quotient, and for which there exists 
a Bore1 map g of F into B, with x(g(z)) = a. Then E = g(F) is standard, hence 
Bore1 in B, and its saturation [[El] is conull in B, . I f  s E E, and sy E E with 
y  E int(D), then sy = s since E contains only one element of any m equivalence 
class. Thus E is lacunary. 
Finally, [E] is a nonnull invariant analytic subset of S,, . By [25, Theorem 31, 
there is an invariant Bore1 subset R of S,, such that the symmetric difference of R 
and [E] is null. We put F = E n R and observe that F is a complete lacunary 
section for the action of G on R. We can then add R onto the set T,, in the 
first paragraph of the proof and obtain a contradiction to the maximality of the 
measure of TO. 1 
Now consider an action of a connected Lie group G as a topological trans- 
formation group on a topological space S. As before, H, is the isotropy group 
at 5 E S, and we denote by h,7 its Lie algebra as a subalgebra of the Lie algebra g 
of G. Let d(s) = dim@,). W e need two fairly standard facts about this situation. 
The proof of the first is easy and is omitted. 
LEMMA 2.6. S, = (s : d(s) > n} is closed for any n. 
Now let us assume that d(s) = k is constant, and let M be the Grassmanian 
manifold of k-planes in g. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let G and S be as above with d(s) = k. Then s w bs is continuous 
from S into M, furthermore, if K C S is compact, there exists a neighborhood U of e 
in G with H, n U = exp(h,s n log U) fey s E K. 
Proof. We choose a Euclidean metric on g and let V,, be the &ball at 0. The 
metric may be chosen so that exp is a diffeomorphism on V, , and exp(VJ 
contains no nontrivial subgroups. Write U,, for exp( VA). Then if s(n) - s in S, 
there exists a subsequence s(n(i)) with ha(n(i)) converging to a limit V E M. But 
then I7 C h,c and by equality of dimensions V = b, , and we have shown that 
any subsequence of hscn) has a subsequence converging to l~,~. Therefore 
bd,, + 11,~ , and the first assertion is established. 
If  the second assertion were false there would exist a compact set K, a sequence 
s(n) in K, which we may assume convergent to a limit s, and elements h(n) E 
fC(,) n Cocn) with h, $ exp(b,(,) n Vod and with a(n) - 0. 
Let l4’i and W, be complementary orthogonal subspaces in g, of dimensions k 
and n - k and consider the map ‘p from WI 0 W, into G given by cp(xi , x2) = 
exp(x,) exp(x,). By the implicit function theorem, there are positive numbers m 
and d so that v  is a diffeomorphism on the product of two m-balls about 0 in 
W, and W, and the image of IJI on this set covers U, . We claim moreover that m 
and d can be chosen to be independent of the choice of WI . First, it is clear 
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that we can choose m and d uniformly as WI varies over a very small neighborhood 
of a fixed WI ; then we use compactness of the Grassmanian of K-planes in g 
for the global result. 
We consider in particular the splitting g = hscn) @ bin, . Then for all large 
enough n, 44 = exp(u(4) exp(+>) with 44 E Efsw , +> E b&, and I +>I, 
j w(n)1 = O(l log h(n)]). Moreover w(n) # 0; for otherwise h(n) = exp(u(n)) and 
u(n) = log h(n) is in lj,tn) n Vatnj , contrary to our assumption. 
Now let c(n) be the greatest integer in j w(n)]-’ and let w(n) = c(n) z(n). Then 
exp(w(n)) = exp(z(n))c(“) is in Hscn) since exp(v(n)) = exp(-u(n)) h(n) with 
u(n) E ljscn, . We know that 1 w(n)1 -+ 1 and we may choose a subsequence and 
relabel everything if necessary so that w(n) + w. Since W(B) E ljin, it follows 
immediately that w E ljs”. Now if t E R, we can find a sequence of integers b(n) 
such that b(n)/ ( ) c 1~ converges to t, since c(n) tends to cc. It is immediate that 
b(n) V(PZ) converges to tw, and hence that Z(n) = exp(v(n))“(“) converges to 
exp(tw). But Z(n) E H,cn) , and since s(n) --f s, we see that exp(tw) E H, for 
all t. This implies that w E lj, . But this is impossible since w E hsi and 
[wl=l. 1 
We are now prepared to prove the main theorem. 
THEOREM 2.8. Every second countable locally compact group has property (A); 
that is, ; f  G acts nonsingularly 07~ an analytic measure space (S, p,) there is a 
complete lacunary section. 
Proof. We have already noted that Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 allow us to reduce 
to the case of a connected Lie group G. By [38, Theorem 3.21, S may be regarded 
as an analytic subset of a second countable locally compact topological G-space 
s’. We view ,u as a measure on s’, and if we can prove the theorem for (S’, CL) 
it will follow for (S, CL). Hence we assume S = S’ is locally compact. Then 
Lemma 2.5 says that S is a finite union of locally closed (hence locally compact) 
G invariant subsets on each of which the dimension of the isotropy groups is 
constant. Thus we may assume that dim(H,) = K is constant and Lemma 2.7 
applies. We want to show that the hypothesis of Lemma 2.5 are satisfied, so let 
s E S and let W be a compact neighborhood of s. Let U be the neighborhood 
of e provided by Lemma 2.7, and let L be a compact symmetric neighborhood 
ofewithL2CU.TheniftEW,H,nL=HH,nUnL=exp(h,nlogU)n 
L = Hto n L, which verifies the first hypothesis of Lemma 2.5. 
For the second, we let t(n) E W converge to a limit t E W. Let V be an open 
set inside L2 with HtO n V # 0, and let x E Hz0 n I’. But now l&t,) n log(U) 
converges to ht n log(U) by Lemma 2.7 and one easily sees that there are 
elements h(n) E ljt(,) n log(U) with exp(h(n)) converging to X. Then exp(h(n)) E 
H,(,) and it follows that for large n, exp(h(n)) E V. This verifies the second 
hypothesis of Lemma 2.5, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 1 
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3. SIMILARITY OF GROUPOIDS 
The notion of a measure groupoid as introduced by Mackey [26] provides a 
useful and suggestive language for exploring the consequences of the theorem 
proved in the previous section. However, for our purposes it will be necessary 
to elaborate and clarify the key notion of similarity of measure groupoids. This 
accounts for the quasi-expository nature of this section. We adopt the terminology 
and notation of Ramsay [31] and Hahn [17, 181, but with one crucial change, 
which we will now describe. 
In saying that two measure groupoids are similar, we mean that there is a 
certain kind of implementing map v from one to the other. It seems natural to 
call such maps similarities, and some people already do so. The difficulty is that 
“similarity” has also been used to describe another kind of object, namely, 
a certain equivalence relation between homomorphisms. We propose to change 
this usage, and simply call the latter an “equiw&nce.” The term “equivalence” 
seems appropriate for the following reason. Homomorphisms are a generalization 
of I-cocycles, and what was previously sometimes called “similarity” is the 
corresponding generalization of “cohomology,” for which the term “equivalence” 
is already widely used. In what follows all of our groupoids will be assumed 
analytic without further mention. Associated with each (measure) groupoid 9, 
there is a principal measure groupoid obtained by identifying x and y if r(x) = 
r(y) and d(x) = d(y). This p rincipal groupoid is of course nothing but an 
equivalence relation 89 on the unit space lJ9 of the groupoid; we call it the orbit 
groupoid of 9. The equivalence classes will be called the orbits of the groupoid, 
and .!?q will denote the quotient space U,/C?, . The original groupoid can be 
viewed as a “fiber space” over g9 and we let YU,v = {X 1 T(X) = u, d(x) = v}. 
The groupoid structure gives us a multiplication 9U,V x c!Y~,~ + 9’,,, which 
makes gU,, into a group CYU , called the isotropy group at U; it also defines a left 
(resp. right) action of 9YU (resp. 9,) on the set 9,,, ; this action is both free and 
transitive. A measure groupoid comes equipped with a measure class [v] on 9 
satisfying certain properties, whose projection to lJ9 under either Y or d is a 
measure class denoted by [fi]. We also denote by [C] the image measure class in 
6’9 , and we use v, i;, D to denote typical measures in these classes. Also, [v] 
induces naturally a measure class on each orbit of the groupoid (or rather: on 
almost all orbits). 
DEFINITION 3.1. A measure groupoid is said to have discrete orbits if the 
measures induced on the orbits are discrete (i.e., atomic). Sometimes a groupoid 
with discrete orbits will be called orbit&y discrete (abbreviated: O.D.) Similarly 
the measure groupoid is said to have continuous orbits if all the orbit measure 
are continuous, i.e., have no atomic part. Finally, one says that a measure 
groupoid has homogeneous orbits if each orbit measure is either discrete or 
continuous. 
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Remark 3.2. It is not hard to see that a principal measure groupoid with 
discrete orbits has an inessential reduction (ir.) to a standard groupoid with 
countable orbits so that if A is a Bore1 set in the unit space, and [A] is its satura- 
tion with respect to the equivalence relation defined by the groupoid, then 
F(A) = 0 implies ;([A]) = 0. This permits us to apply the results of Feldman 
and Moore [12, 131. 
Remark 3.3. If d is an analytic equivalence relation on the probability space 
(U, p) and satisfies p([A]) = 0 whenever p(A) = 0 and if for almost all s E S, 
the equivalence class [s] of s is countable, d may be made into a principal 
measure groupoid (&, [v]) with C = v 0 r-l = p, with discrete orbits; see [12]. 
However, if the equivalence classes are uncountable, then even a quite natural 
looking equivalence relation might not admit the structure of a measure 
groupoid. This is illustrated by Example 6.5. 
It may also happen that the same analytic groupoid can be made into a 
measure groupoid in different ways, perhaps even with mutually singular 
measure classes. The elaboration of this phenomenon is in a sense another 
way of looking at similarity of measure groupoids. In any case the following 
simple uniqueness theorem is relevant, and seems not to be in the literature. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let 9 be a groupoid with unit space S, and let TV be a jinite 
measure on S. Then there is at most one measure class [v] on 9 such that (9, [v]) 
is a measure groupoid and such that 17 = v o r-l is equivalent to TV. 
Proof. If there are two such classes [v] and [v’] we may assume that both v 
and v’ are Haar measures [17] with v o r-l = v’ 0 r-l = p; that is, they are 
u-finite and satisfy for their r-decompositions over p the identity 
1 f(y) dv’(“)(y) = s f  (xy) d@)(y) a.e. 
and similarly for v’. Since &(v + v’) will also be a Haar measure (for (3, [V + v’])), 
we may assume that V’ < v. Let g = dv’/dv, so g > 0. Then it is easy to check 
that for p-almost all s, dv’“/dv” is represented by the function g. Thus 
jf (4 &A d+‘b) = jf (A g(y) d@Yy) = jf(r) dv’rYy) 
zzz jf (4 dv’d’o’W = jf @A g(y) OVA'"'- 
We have shown then that g(.) = g(x .), Ad(%) a.e. for almost all X. By [17, 
Remark 3.101, g is of the form g = g” 0 d a.e., where g” is the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of p with respect to some CL’ equivalent to p. Then j > 0 a.e., and 
hence g > 0 a.e. 1 
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We recall from [31] that a homomorphism of a measure groupoid ?J1 into 
another measure groupoid 5?J2 is a Bore1 map y  from an inessential reduction 
(i.r.) of g1 into gz which is algebraically a homomorphism of groupoids and 
satisfies a subtle condition relative to the measure classes [vi], described below. 
Let ??i have associated principal groupoid gi, unit space ui, orbit space i?, 
“morphism sets” Sg,, = {x: Y(X) = S, Y(x) = t>, and measures vi, Vi, Oi. Then 
v  induces a homomorphism of b1 into g2, an almost everywhere defined map $5 
of Ur into .Y, an almost everywhere defined map $ of 8l into 7? and maps vs,t 
of %i,t into G& mo, which compose properly. The measure-theoretic condition 
on g, in the definition of homomorphism is that the map $ of i? into cr2 carry 
the measure p1 into a measure absolutely continuous with respect to flz. (The 
image of $ may well be singular with respect to pL2, and one definitely wants 
to allow this.) 
Then one says that two homomorphisms y  and $ are equivdent (“similar” in 
the language of Mackey [26] or Ramsay [32]) if (1) + = 4, and (2) for almost 
all equivalent pairs (s, t) of units, the isotropy homomorphisms are conjugate, 
;f,02;;~;e;ny kt@> e(t>-l for x E %,t . For this to make sense, O(S) must 
m(s),d(i(sJ ; and 0 is further required to be a Bore1 function. Note 
that the condition + = 4 says that (F(X), +(t)) E g2, so that these formulas 
make sense. As remarked earlier, if one views homomorphisms as I-cocycles 
with suitable non-Abelian (groupoid) coefficients, equivalence of homomor- 
phisms as defined above coincides exactly with what one would mean by 
cocycles being cohomologous. 
The equivalence class of a homomorphism y  is denoted by [v]. I f  4 and 91 are 
homomorphisms of Y1 and g2 and Y2 to g3, respectively, the straightforward 
composition ‘p 0 4 may be useless, for the image of 4 may lie in a null set where y  
is undefined; however, in [31] it is shown that there always exist p’ E [y] and 
#’ E [#] (in fact, it would suffice to change either q or 4 alone) so that 9’ 0 4’ is 
well defined. Clearly [q’ o zJ’] is uniquely determined by [p] and [#I; it is written 
as [v] 0 [#I. Finally, if the homomorphism y  from Cgl to g2 has an invertible 
equivalence class, we call it a similarity, and g1 and 9’ are called similar (via 9). 
More precisely, invertibility of [v] means there is a 4 such that [p] 0 [$] and 
[$I 0 [v] are the classes of the respective identity maps. 
One example of a similarity is an isomorphism, by which one means a Bore1 
isomorphism g, from an inessential reduction of g1 onto an issential reduction 
of 9” which is algebraically an isomorphism, and which carries the measure 
class [v’] onto [v”]. We note that by Proposition 3.4 it is enough to know that the 
corresponding map on unit spaces $5: lJ1 + U2 carries [fir] onto [c2]. I f  a map g, 
satisfies all but the last condition on measures, and instead satisfies the weaker 
condition that the orbit space map @ carries [cl] onto [a2], 9 is again clearly a 
similarity. Such a map we call a quasi-isomorphism. 
Now suppose that 9 is a measure groupoid and that E is an analytic subset 
of its unit space U. Define 9 1 E = {x: Y(X) and d(x) E E]; then 3 j E is clearly 
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an analytic groupoid with unit space E. In order to discuss measures on 2? / E 
which make it a measure groupoid it is necessary to assume at least that E is 
nonnegligible, i.e., [E] has positive measure in the unit space of B, and in fact 
we shall additionally assume that E is complete; that is, [E] is conull. The 
general case can be reduced to this one easily. Let [A] be a measure class on 9 ] E 
which makes (9 1 E, [A]) = a measure groupoid, and let x be the corresponding 
measure on E. 
DEFINITION 3.5. (3 j E, [A]) is said to be a reduction of (9, [v]) if the inclu- 
sion map i: 9 1 E -+ 9 is a similarity and if there is a homomorphism 0 of 3 
into 9 1 E whose class is inverse to that of i and such that [V 0 e-r] = [A]. 
This situation is studied by Ramsay [31], and the following is due essentially 
to him. We do not reproduce the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. (1) If E is a complete subset of the unit space U of the measure 
groupoid (9, [VI), then there exists a measure h on 9 / E for which (‘9 ) E, [A]) is a 
measure groupoid and is a reduction of (3, [v]). 
(2) If (9 1 E, [A]) is a measure groupoid for some h and i is the corresponding 
measure on the unit space E of 9 1 E, then (9 / E, [A]) is a reduction of (g[v]) ifl 
there is Bore1 map g, of S into E such that cp(s) - s a.e. (where N refers to the 
equivalence relation b9 of ‘3) and x = - v  0 9-1. 
We will call a similarity 8: (Y, [v]) + (‘S 1 E, [h]) satisfying the conditions of 
Definition 3.5 a reducing similarity or sometimes simply a reduction. A map i 
which is the inclusion 9 j EC FJ will be called an immersion of the measure 
groupoid (3 [ E, [A]) into (3, [v]) if (9 1 E, [A]) is a reduction of (S[V]). Thus the 
equivalence classes of i and B are inverse to each other in this situation, and we 
shall at times abuse terminology and refer to the entire equivalence classes of 6 
or i as reducing similarities or immersions. 
We shall now show that the most general similarity can be built up from these 
special classes. The following also gives a less “categorical” characterization of 
similarities. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let v  be a homomorphism from (9, [v]) to (yi”, [p]). Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(1) q is a similarity. 
(2) + from o9 to OX is bijective from the complement of a P null set onto 
the complement of a @ null set, [G o $-I] = [$I, and the isotropy homomorphism qua 
from 9, to A!$,(,, is bijective for almost all s. 
(3) There exist complete subsets E and F of the unit spaces Ug and U& , 
respectively, reductions (3 1 E, [A]), (&’ IF, [T]) of 9 and %‘, and a quasi isomor- 
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phism 0 of (3 j E, [A]) onto (S 1 F, [7]) such that CJJ = i 0 0 0 p, where p is a 
reducing similarity of (9, [A]) onto (3 / E, [A]) and i is the immersion of (2 I F, [7]) 
hzto (H, [CLI). 
Proof. That (1) => (2) is little more than a rephrasing of the definition of a 
similarity. Moreover, (3) * (1) is clear since v  is given as a product of similarities 
and hence is a similarity. We turn to (2) * (3). We may assume by passing to 
an inessential reduction of 9 that v  is strict, and that the isotropy homomor- 
phisms vs are all bijective. Now let FO = {r(v(x)), x E 91 = (q(u), u E I,‘.,). By 
the von Neumann cross-section theorem, we may find a Bore1 map j of F into 
lJg so that (+ oj)(t) = 2 for V 0 q-l-almost all 2. We may delete this null set 
from F,, (and denote by F what is left) and its inverse image in UCg , thereby 
going to an inessential reduction 9 1 F of 9 for which $Z oj(t) = t for all t E F. 
Let E =j(F); then E is complete in Ug since F is complete in Up. Sow the 
mapj o $ is a Bore1 map of UT onto E with (j 0 q)(u) N u. Then there is an 
almost everywhere defined Bore1 cross section y  of UC, into y-l(E) for d such that 
r o y  = j 0 +. Then y  defines via the formula p(x) = Y(Y(N))X y(d(x))-l a reducing 
similarity p of (9, [v]) onto (9 1 E, [A]), where x = C 0 (j 0 +)p’ as in Proposi- 
tion 3.6. Since y  can be chosen so that ~0 y(u) is the identity element of the 
isotropy fl+,UJ = &“‘(r(r(U))r , we may assume that pb,u) 0 fr, = F,~ . Finally, 
choose a reducing similarity of (A?, [p]) onto (H I F, [7]) for a suitable 7 on 
# 1 F by Proposition 3.6, and let i denote the immersion of (2 1 F, [7]) into 
(X, [CL]). Then 0, the restriction of 91 to 9 1 E, is a homomorphism (in the 
obvious sense appropriate for analytic groupoids) from B 1 E into fl F which 
is bijective on unit spaces and bijective on isotropy groups and hence bijective. 
By construction, the corresponding map 0 on orbit spaces carries [A] onto [?I, 
and hence 0 is a quasi isomorphism. Finally it is obvious from our constructions 
that v  == i 0 0 o p, as desired. 1 
Part (3) of the above yields a structure theorem of sorts for similarities; of 
course one is free to choose different reducing similarities to define the measure 
classes [A] and [7]. It might be possible to change the reducing similarities, and 
hence [A] and [7], so that 0 actually becomes an isomorphism instead of just a 
quasi isomorphism. Those similarities for which one could do this would form 
an important subclass of similarities; unfortunately the composition of two 
similarities each of which has this property need not have this property, and 
moreover, we may have two equivalent similarities, one possessing the property, 
and one not possessing the property. For these reasons we will not isolate and 
study this property. 
It will be of importance, however, to distinguish a subclass of similarities 
characterized by a property analogous to that alluded to above. There are a 
number of different ways of formulating this property and the fact that thev are 
all equivalent is an additional indication that the property is of some interest. 
We choose the following definition. 
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DEFINITION 3.8. An equivalence class [v] of similarities (9, [v]) + (ti, [p]) 
of measure groupoids is called concrete if [‘I can be written as a product 
MI1 o h421 o ... 0 [G] of classes of similarities so that each class contains either 
an isomorphism, an immersion, or a reduction (reducing similarity). A similarity 
is said to be concrete if its equivalence class is. Two measure groupoids are said 
to be concretely similar if there is a concrete similarity between them. 
To put the matter another way, concrete similarity of measure groupoids is 
the equivalence relation generated by isomorphisms and reductions (and 
immersions). Such a similarity is built up, so to speak, as a composition of more 
easily understood, specific kinds of similarities, hence the word “concrete.” 
We do not, however, know of any example of a similarity that is not concrete, 
and it may turn out that all similarities are concrete. We shall in fact show in a 
subsequent section that whenever 3 or &’ is similar to an orbitally discrete 
groupoid, and in particular (cf. Section 5) whenever 3 or 8 comes from an 
action of a locally compact group, then any similarity from 9 to &’ is concrete. 
Hence in some sense all “interesting” similarities are concrete. 
Here are some results involving concrete similarity which will be established 
later. Concrete similarities induce “stable isomorphisms” of the von Neumann 
algebras generated by the regular representations [18] of the corresponding 
measure groupoids; it is not known whether general similarities have this 
important property. Also, it is known that a general similarity induces isomor- 
phisms on all cohomology groups, but for a general similarity it is not known 
whether the modular homomorphism class [17] is carried by this isomorphism 
to the corresponding modular homomorphism class. This fact can be established, 
however, for concrete similarities (see also [41]). 
4. CONCRETE SIMILARITY 
This section is devoted to a discussion of the notion of concrete similarity 
introduced above. We first define two special measure groupoids which will 
play an important role. Let I be the unit interval with Lebesgue measure, let Z 
be the integers with counting measure, and let 4 = I x I, 3’ = H x Z with 
the product measures, and make 4 and 3” into principal groupoids (equivalence 
relations) by declaring that all points are equivalent. Then 3, respectively 9, 
is isomorphic to the principal measure groupoid defined by the free transitive 
action of any discrete, respectively nondiscrete, locally compact group. It was 
shown in [12] that, loosely speaking, two countable standard equivalence relations 
(i.e., principal groupoids 9 and X with discrete orbits) are similar if and only if 
9 x 9 is isomorphic to ti x 3. One key part of our discussion will be an 
extension of this kind of result to the continuous orbit situation. 
If  (9, [v]) is a measure groupoid, the Cartesian product 3 x 9 ii a measure 
groupoid with measure [V x T] where 7 is Lebesgue planar measure 01 x 01 on 
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I x I. The unit space is Cig x I, endowed with the product measure; and the 
isotropy group at (u, 2) is equal to the isotropy group %u of 3 at u. The orbit 
spaces of Y and 9 x 9 are canonically identified; indeed for any t E I, the 
map x ++ (s, (t, t)) is evidently a similarity of 3 into 9 x 3; it is in fact an 
immersion, since p: (x,, (t, s)) H x is a reducing similarity onto (9, [v]) whose 
class is inverse to that of the inclusion. Moreover, if [y] is any equivalence 
class of similarities of C!2’ to Z, q 0 p determines a unique equivalence class of 
similarities from 2Y x 9 to 2. Finally, [v] determines a unique equivalence 
class of similarities, denoted [v x ;I, of CY x 9 to H x Y. The following 
result and its corollaries are basic. For discussion of measurable decompositions, 
see [17], Sec. 2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p: (3, [v]) + (9 1 E, [A]) = (2, [h]) be a reducing 
similarity. Assume that in the p-decomposition V = SC, dX(e) almost all measure 
algebras M( U, , fi,) are isomorphic to M(X, u) where X is analytic and (T is a 
probability measure on X. Let (3, [t]) be the essentially transitive measure groupoid 
(X x X, [o x u]). Then (9, [v]) is isomorphic to (SF x 3, [X x 51) by an 
isomorphism in the class [j 0 p], where j is the immersion of 2 into s+? x 2”. 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 4.1, we describe a measure-theoretic 
technique which is well known. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (X, u) be as above, p: (S, r]) -+ (T, +j = 7 op-‘) a Bore1 
surjection of analytic probability spaces. Assume that in the p-decomposition 
q = ST r), d?(t), a.a. M(S, Q) are isomorphic to M(X, u). Then there is a Bore1 
isomorphism of S onto T x X carrying [q] to [Fj x u] and a.a. [yJ to [6, x o], 
where 6, is the probability measure concentrated on {t}. 
Proof. We can apply direct integral theory to the Abelian von Neumann 
algebras La(S, vJ. Use [3, Proposition 4, Chap. II, Sect. 31 and the fact that 
isomorphisms of Lm algebras are induced by a.e. point isomorphisms. d 
By being more careful about the selection of point isomorphisms, we can 
arrange that the image of 17 is 7i; x G and that for ;i-a.e. t, 6, x D is the image 
of rlt * 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The lemma is applied to the p-decomposition G = 
sCe dX(e) to yield an a.e. Bore1 isomorphism g: U, -+ E x X. Passing harm- 
lessly to an i.r., we may assume g(u) = (p”(u), gu). Let y(x) = (p(x), g,(,) , gdca)). 
4p is a homomorphism from an i.r. of Q onto an i.r. of ?Y 1 E x Z, and g, is 
clearly similar to j 0 p. Since C$ = g, v is an isomorphism. 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. If p is a reducing similarity of (9, [v]) onto (9 / E, [A]), then 
(9 x 9, [V x 71) is isomorphic to ((9 1 E) x 9, [X x ~1) by an isomorphism in 
[P x iI. 
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Proof. Let n-: A? x 9 x 9 -+ 2’ = 59 1 E be the projection, k: X -+ 
.X x (0) C 2 x 1. By the theorem, (2’ x 4 x 9) is isomorphic to 2’ x 9 
by an element of [k o ~1 and (9 x 3) is isomorphic to (2 x 9 x 9) by an 
element of [j o (p x i)], where j: A? - .z? x ((0, O)} x ((0, O)} c&f x 4 x 9. 
Composing, we get an isomorphism of 9 x 9 onto &’ x 3 in the class 
[k o 4 o Li a (P x 91 = Rx, (5 t)) b (P(X), (0, WI = [P x il. I 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let p: 9 --f .%’ be as in Corollary 4.3. Assume a.a. vt 
nonatomic. Then (9, [v]) is isomorphic to (S’ x 9, [A x T]) by an isomorphism 
[ j 0 p], where j: &’ + Z x 9 is the immersion. Moreover, (9, [v]) is isomorphic to 
(9 x .Y, [v x T]) by an isomorphism equivalent to the immersion of 9 into 
$9 x 4. 
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the theorem. The 
second is obtained by combining the first statement with Corollary 4.3. 1 
These results will be used in Theorems 4.6 and 4.8 to analyze concrete 
similarities, and also later in Section 8. However, in preparation we want first 
to discuss the following situation: Suppose that 29 is an analytic groupoid and 
that y1 and v2 are two measures on 9 so that (9, [vJ) and (9, [~a]) are measure 
groupoids and the identity is a similarity (hence a quasi isomorphism). We 
would like to formulate a relation between the measures v1 and v2 which is 
weaker than [vJ = [vJ but still provides some relation between v1 and v2. To 
be precise, we say that the measures y1 and ve are weakly equivalent if there is a 
reducing similarity of (‘29 x 4, [vl x T]) onto [9, vJ inverse to the natural 
inclusion of 29 into 9 X 9. 
That this is an equivalence relation becomes clear by virtue of the following 
fact. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. The measures v1 and v2 are weakly equivalent if and only 
if there is an isomorphism of (9 x 9, (vl x 7)) with (3 x 9, [vZ x T]) equivalent 
to the identity. 
Proof. I f  y1 and v2 are weakly equivalent, then by Theorem 4.1, (9 x 9, 
[vz x T]) is isomorphic to ($9’ x 4 x X, [yl x T x T]), which is in turn 
isomorphic to (9 x 9, [vl x T]), and it is easy to see that the isomorphism 
obtained by composing these is equivalent to the identity. The converse is 
immediate. i 
We can now state and prove the promised result giving equivalent definitions 
of concrete similarity. 
THEOREM 4.6. For a similarity v  of (3, [v]) to (2, [p]) the following are 
equivalent: 
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(1) v  is concrete. 
(2) (g x 9, [v x T]) is isomorphic to (2 x Y, [II x T]) by an isomorphism 
in the class [p, x i]. 
(3) (37 [4 and (2, M) are isomorphic to reductions of some common 
measure groupoid (~$7, [A]) so that the induced similarity is equivalent to q~. 
(4) For any 4 equivalent to F, the image measure v  0 $-’ on X is weakly 
equivalent to p. 
(5) For some z+G equivalent to q~, v 0 4-l is weakly equivalent to p. 
Proof. To see that (1) => (2) holds, it suffices by the definition of concreteness 
to see that (2) holds if v  is a reduction or an isomorphism. The assertion in the 
second case is clear, and the assertion for a reduction is exactly the statement 
of Corollary 4.3. 
Now (2) 3 (3) is obvious since we can take (,X, [A]) to be (9 x 4, [V x T]) 
and note that any 9 is a reduction of 9 x 4. Conversely (3) 3 (2) holds since 
by Corollary 4.3, 9 x 9 and &’ x 4 are both isomorphic to Y x Y and the 
isomorphism is in the right class. Hence (2) and (3) are equivalent. 
We now show (2) * (4). Let I/J be equivalent to v  and let 0 be an isomorphism 
of 9 x 9 onto 2 x 9 in the class [y x i]. Let p be the natural reduction of 
9 x 9 onto 9’. Then the similarity # 0 p 0 8-l from S x 9 to 2 is well 
defined and is in fact a reduction of (8 x #, [p x T]) onto (A!‘, [V 0 4-l]). 
This shows that (4) holds. 
Now (4) 2 (5) is obvious and it remains to establish that (5) 3 (1). We make 
use of the structure theorem provided by part (3) of Proposition 3.7. For con- 
sistency of notation with the statement there we relabel our # by v, and use the 
notation of Proposition 3.7. Then 9 = i 0 0 0 p, where p is a reduction, 0 is a 
quasi isomorphism and i is an immersion. We then replace the measure 7 on 
X j F by X 0 0-l so that now 8 is an isomorphism. For precision call it 0’. 
Moreover let j be the inclusion of the groupoid JZ’ / F into S x 3. Our hypo- 
thesis says precisely that j is an immersion of (S 1 F, [A 0 e-l]) into (2 x 9, 
[p x T]) as [A 0 I!-11 is exactly [V o ?-I]. F’ mally, let p’ be the natural reducing 
similarity of (Z’ x 9, [p x ~1) onto (2, [CL]). Then we have a decomposition 
y  = p’ ~j ~8’ 0 p, which displays F as a concrete similarity. 1 
Remark 4.7. The theorem above provides diverse characterizations of the 
class of concrete similarities. Part (1) provides a description in terms of building 
up such similarities from elementary types of similarities; (2) provides an 
analog of [12, Theorem 31, (3) provides a “geometric” characterization, and (4) 
and (5) provide a simple characterization in terms of the maps themselves. 
The reader will note, however, that there is missing from the list a second 
“geometrical” property which in some sense is dual to (3); namely, 
(6) (9, [v]) and (Z’, [p]) have isomorphic reductions so that the induced 
similarity is equivalent to v. 
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It is clear by Theorem 4.1 that (6) implies (2), and hence the other equivalent 
properties. We do not know in general whether (6) is equivalent to concreteness, 
although we shall establish this for “orbitally concrete” groupoids in the 
following section. It is not even clear in general that the composition of two 
equivalence classes of similarities satisfying (6) again satisfies (6). 
The following theorem is an application of Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.4 
which we found surprising. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let (3, [v]) and (~‘6, [p]) be measure groupoids for which 3 
is isomorphic to 3 x 3 and SF is isomorphic to H x 4. Then if v  is any concrete 
similarity from 9 to Z-S?, its equivalence class [v] contains an isomorphism. 
Mackey [27] introduced a type of “reduction” of a measure groupoid (9, [v]) 
which we want to discuss briefly. Let E be a subset of the unit space U of 9 of 
completely positive measure in the sense that E has positive measure in almost 
all “ergodic pieces” of U. (If 9 is ergodic, this means p(E) > 0.) Then Mackey 
observed that 9 / E becomes a measure groupoid with respect to the relativized 
measure v 1 E on 9 1 E. However, (9 1 E, [V 1 E]) is not necessarily a reduction 
of (9, [v]) in the sense of Definition 3.5, as the following example shows. Let I 
be the unit interval and let 9 = I x I so that 9 is a principal transitive groupoid. 
Let c be the measure which is the sum of Lebesgue measure on I plus a point 
mass at 0, and let v be fi x c. Now let E = (0, 11. Then (9 1 E, [v[E]) is the 
measure groupoid appearing in the theorems above, but it is clear that there can 
be no reducing similarity p from (9, [v]) onto it, since p”(0) E (0, l] would be a 
point with positive Lebesgue measure. This example is somewhat pathological, 
in that V is a rather unnatural measure in this context. More precisely, the 
difficulty is that (X, [v]) d oes not have homogeneous orbits in the sense of 
Definition 3.1. The following clarifies this situation in general, and we omit 
the straightforward proof. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Let (9, [v]) be a measure groupoid and let E be a subset of 
completely positive measure in the unit space of 3’. Then 
(1) The inclusion i of (3 1 E, [v I E]) into (3, [v]) is an immersion provided 
that 3 has homogeneous orbits, 
(2) The inclusion i is always a concrete similarity. 
Let us consider for the moment a measure groupoid (.X, [CL]) which has 
discrete orbits. Then by Remark 3.2, (ri”, [p]) h as an inessential reduction whose 
orbit groupoid has the property that p(A) = 0 implies p([A]) = 0. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let (A?, [tL]> have discrete orbits; then any similarity v  of a 
measure groupoid into (X, [CL]) is concrete and any similarity J+!J of (.%‘, [p]) into 
any measure groupoid is concrete. 
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Proof. The similarity v  of (9, [v]) to (2, [v]) can be modified to take values 
in the inessential reduction described above so we may assume that &’ has the 
property that F(A) = 0 implies p([A]) = 0. The structural information from 
Proposition 3.7 gives r,z as a product i 0 9 0 p, where 0 is a quasi isomorphism 
from ?? 1 E to G? 1 F. Since F is complete it has completely positive measure 
and by Proposition 4.9 we may choose the reduction (Z’ 1 F, [?I) to be (&Y 1 F, 
[p j F]) since z&’ has homogeneous orbits. Hence after changing notation, we 
are reduced to the case when v  = 19 is a quasi isomorphism of (9, [v]) onto 
(Z, [PI). Then it is obvious that C o q-l is absolutely continuous with respect 
to iZ since p(A) = 0 implies ,E([A]) = 0, which implies fi o +-l([A]) = 0 by 
definition of similarity, and hence V 0 $-l(A) = 0. It follows at once then that, 
after we pass to an i.r. of 3, q~ is in fact an isomorphism of (9, [v]) onto (2 1 F, 
[CL 1 F]) for some F of completely positive measure. It follows by Proposition 4.9 
that 9 is concrete. 
Finally, to see that any similarity # from (yi”, [CL]) into anything is concrete, 
note that [#]-I is an equivalence class of similarities with values in (A?, [p]) 
which is therefore concrete by the above. It follows then that [#] is concrete 
(cf. Definition 3.8). 1 
For later use, we record a somewhat stronger assertion, valid in a special 
case, which was in fact proved in the course of the proof of Theorem 4.10. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. If  rp is a similarity of (‘3, [v]) into (Z, [p]) and if the orbit 
groupoid of ST is a countable standard equivalence relation with p quasi-invariant, 
then fi 0 q-1 is absolutely continuous with respect to p. 
We shall now briefly discuss a variant of the notion of concrete similarity 
which helps to clarify the connection of the results of this section with the 
results in [12]. Let us say that a reducing similarity p of (9, [v]) onto (9 1 E, [A]) 
is discrete if p”, the map on unit spaces, is countable to one on a conull set; and 
if such a p exists one says that (3 1 E, [A]) is a discrete reduction of (9, [v]). One 
defines a discrete immersion and then as before one says that a similarity (or 
its class) is discrete if the class can be written as a product of discrete reductions, 
discrete immersions, and isomorphisms. On may then establish the following 
analog of Theorem 4.6. Recall the definition of the groupoid 9 above. 
THEOREM 4.12. For a similarity q~ of (9, [v]) to (ST, [p]) the following are 
equivalent. 
(1) CJI is discrete. 
(2) 9 x 3 is isomorphic to SS? x %” by an isomorphism in the class [p’ x i]. 
(3) CR [VI) and (2, [PI> are isomorphic to discrete reductions of a measure 
groupoid (X, [q]) such that the induced similarity is equivalent to rp. 
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(4) (3, [u]) and (2, [p]) have isomorphic discrete reductions such that the 
induced similarity is equivalent to qx 
Remark 4.13. If E has completely positive measure in the unit space of 3 
and if 3 has homogeneous orbits, then the proof of part (1) of Proposition 4.9 
establishes the stronger result that the inclusion is a discrete immersion. The 
corresponding strengthening of part (2) of Proposition 4.9, however, is false as 
one can easily see. 
We now make the connection between similarity and discrete similarity for 
groupoids with discrete orbits. 
PROPOSITION 4.14. I f  (9, [v]) and (2, [p]) have discrete orbits, then any 
similarity v  from one to the other is discrete. 
Proof. We may assume by Remark 3.2 that the orbit equivalence relations 
of 3 and .%’ are countable standard relations. The result is now immediate from 
Propositions 3.7 and 4.11, since any similarity that can ever appear is countable 
to one everywhere. 1 
We shall conclude this section with some comments concerning the coho- 
mology of measure groupoids. For our purpose a module A for a measure 
groupoid (9, [u]) is a polonais group A equipped with a homomorphism 01 of 
an inessential reduction of (Ce, [p]) into the automorphism group of A such that 
(x, a) tt a(x)a is Bore1 from 9 x A to A. In [40], when 01 = 1, cohomology 
groups H”(‘?Y, A) are defined in a natural way, and we shall not repeat the 
definitions. One can do this for general 01, but for simplicity we stick to the case 
CL E 1. Now if CJI is a homomorphism of (9, [v]) to (X, [p]) and if A and B are 
9 and X modules, respectively, and if p is a homomorphism from B to A 
(if A and B are not trivial modules, one would have to consider fields of homo- 
morphisms compatible with p in a suitable sense), then there are induced maps 
on cohomology (p), p)* from H*(#, B) to H*(9, A). Moreover if y and # are 
equivalent homomorphisms in the sense of Section 3 above, then the induced 
maps (v, p)* and (4, p)* coincide [40]. (Again, if A and B are not trivial modules, 
certain extra compatibility conditions must be satisfied.) It follows then that 
if v is a similarity of CY to L%’ and if p is an isomorphism then (y, p)* is an 
isomorphism on cohomology which depends only on the equivalence class [p] 
of the similarity v and on p. If A = B and p = id, we write v* for this iso- 
morphism. 
Associated to any measure groupoids (9, [p]) there is a distinguished co- 
homology class [rl], in H1(9, [w+), the equivalence class of the modular homo- 
morphism [16], or equivalently for principal groupoids the equivalence class of 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative as discussed in [12], at least in the discrete 
case. This cohomology class, called the modular class, plays a fundamental role 
in the classification scheme of Krieger [24]. Now if 9 is a similarity of (%‘, [v]) 
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to (X, [CL]) then p1 defines an isomorphism of Hl(&‘, R+) onto H’(F?, R-1.). It 
would be highly desirable that C$ map the modular class of (A?, [CL]) onto that of 
(9, [v]). We do not know whether this is true in general; however, the following 
shows that it is true for concrete similarities. In [41] a special case of this was 
established; our argument is more general, and follows simply from our other 
results. 
THEOREM 4.15. 1rf v  is a concrete similarity of (9, [v]) to (H, [,u]), tlzen 
$[Ll]., : [A], . 
Proof By virtue of (2) of Theorem 4.6, we are reduced to showing that 
isomorphisms preserve the modular class, which is obvious, and that the im- 
mersion of (9, [v]) into (‘9’ x 9, [V x T]) d m uces a map on cohomology which 
sends [A]9r4 onto [&, which is likewise obvious. i 
Remark 4.16. The cohomology groups used above are defined by cocycles 
which are strict on inessential reductions rather than the somewhat more 
natural definition by cocyles satisfying the cocycle identity almost everywhere 
as in [ 121 in the discrete case. Larry Brown in an unpublished manuscript has 
shown that the two definitions lead to the same cohomology groups for any 
measure groupoid of the form S x G defined by a group action. In a forth- 
coming manuscript, Series [34] establishs the same result for all principal 
measure groupoids. 
5. ORBITALLY CONCRETE GROUPOIDS 
We will now put together the main theorem of Section 2 and the results of 
Sections 3 and 4. We need one final notion and that is the notion of an open 
subgroupoid of a measure groupoid (9, [v]). The idea here is to find an analog, 
for groupoids, of an open subgroup of a locally compact group. 
DEFINITIOR' 5.1. If  (CY, [v]) is a measure groupoid, a subggroupoid PO is a 
Bore1 subset of 9 such that the multipfication (x, r) I-+ .x-v defined for x, y, and 
SJJ E ‘Y,, turns 9” into an analytic groupoid. This usage is at variance with [32], 
but it seems natural, and we will stick with it. If, in addition, the measure 
yO = v  1 9,j turns (go , [v,J) into a measure groupoid whose unit space is a conull 
subset CO of the unit space C’ of 9 with the relativized measure, we say that 9” 
is an open subgroupoid. 
Note that if (9, [v]) is principal so that it is an equivalence relation, we are 
simply considering subrelations of (9, [v]) which are open in the sense of 
having v  measure in almost every ergodic component of 9. I f  (9, [v]) is not 
principal, the orbit groupoid of (Y. , [vJ) . 1s an open subrelation of the orbit 
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groupoid of (9, [v]) and for almost all s, the isotropy group (%‘Js has positive 
measure in 9, ; see [17, Theorem 4.41. 
In the following definition we use the existence of ergodic decompositions of 
measure groupoids; the reader is referred to [18, Theorem 6.11. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let us say that a measure groupoid is orbitaZly smooth 
(or simply smooth) if almost all of its ergodic components are essentially transi- 
tive; equivalently if there is a complete Bore1 subset of the unit space intersecting 
each orbit at most once. 
The following shows the connection among a number of properties that have 
been introduced. 
THEOREM 5.3. For a measure groupoid (9, [v]) the following are equivalent. 
(1) (9, [v]) has a reduction (cf. Definition 3.5) with discrete orbits (cf. 
DeJnition 3.1). 
(2) (9, [v]) is similar to a mea&e groupoid with discrete orbits. 
(3) (9, [v]) has a smooth open subgroupoid. 
(4) There exists a Bore1 EC U, with [E] con& and [u] n E countable 
for u E E. 
Proof. Since any reduction of a groupoid is similar to it, (1) => (2) is clear. 
To see that (2) * (3), let y  be a similarity from (59, [v]) to an (2, [CL]) with 
discrete orbits. By Remark 3.2 we may assume that the orbit groupoid of 
(2, [p]) is a countable standard relation in the sense of [12]. Let yi4, be the 
subgroupoid of z%“ of elements with d(x) = r(x), or, so to speak, the “inverse 
image ” in 8 of the diagonal in its orbit groupoid. It is evident that (SO, [ps]) 
is open, and in fact has the same isotropy groups as (2, [p]). Now let CC?,, = 
v-l(Zs); it follows by Proposition 4.11 that Y,, is an open subgroupoid with 
unit space the same as that of 9. It is evident from the definition of go that 
two points u and v  of U = U, are equivalent for b, , the orbit equivalence 
relation of gO , if and only if q(u) = e(v). Hence &,, is smooth and so (%O[vO]) 
is smooth by definition. 
For (3) * (4), let 9,, be an open smooth subgroupoid. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that the unit spaces are the same and that the isotropy 
groups of 9,, are equal to those of 9, or equivalently that 9s is the inverse 
image in 9 of some open smooth subequivalence relation &,, of 6. 
In view of the measure-theoretic properties of b,, , we may exclude a null 
set of U = U,, so that for all x in the complement the gO equivalence class of x, 
call it [xl0 , has positive measure in the d equivalence class [x] of x. Having 
done this, we select a Bore1 set E which is complete for b, and meets each Is 
orbit in at most one point. A fortiori, E is complete for d; and each orbit of d 
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meets E in a countable set, since no 8 orbit can contain an uncountable number 
of disjoint sets of positive measure. 
Finally, it is immediate that (4) * (1) since any reduction (9 1 E, [h]) using 
an E provided by (4) has discrete orbits. 1 
DEFINITION 5.4. A measure groupoid which possesses the properties of 
Theorem 5.3 will be called orbitally concrete. Notice that this is a property that 
depends only on the associated (principal) orbit groupoid of (9, [VI); or equiv- 
alently one can think of it as a property of principal measure groupoids. Some- 
times we will use the abbreviation O.C. 
Of course an O.C. measure groupoid may have many different O.D. reduc- 
tions. If  (9’ I Ei , [hi]) are two such, they are obviously (concretely) similar 
(cf. Theorem 4.6, Part (3)) and in fact there is a distinguished equivalence class 
of similarities from one to the other. Moreover this class of similarities is 
discrete, by Proposition 4.14, and hence by Theorem 4.12, the isomorphism 
class of the measure groupoid (9 / E) x 9, [X x u]) (u is the usual measure 
on 9, and E is a set as above) is a similarity invariant of (9, [VI). We pass to 
the associated principal measure groupoid (equivalence relation) 6’ j E of 9 1 E 
and conclude that the countable standard equivalence relation defined by 
(6 ! E) ‘.: S with a quasi-invariant measure is a similarity invariant of the 
original measure groupoid. 
Orbital concreteness is a similarity invariant, and moreover any similarity 
between two such groupoids automatically satisfies the equivalent conditions 
of Theorem 4.6. 
THEOREM 5.5. If (3, [v]) and (S, [p]) are measure groupoids, one of which 
is O.C., and v is a similar+ from one to the other, both groupoids aye O.C., and rp 
is concrefe. 
Proof. Since equivalence classes of similarities are invertible we may assume 
that (Y, [v]) is O.C., with (9 i E, [A]) an O.D. reduction. As in Remark 3.2 we 
may additionally assume that 9 1 E has countable orbits. We may then modify v  
within its equivalence class so that y  is now defined on X-almost all of E. Then 
y(E) is complete in (X, [p]) and then (&’ 1 y(E), [T]) is a reduction of (Z, [p]) 
for some 7. It clearly has countable orbits, hence also discrete orbits. This 
shows that (A?, [p]) is O.C. 
To see that ~JI is concrete, we let p be the reducing similarity of (9, [v]) onto 
(3 / E, [A]), v’ the restriction of the similarity F to (Y / E, [A]). Then q’ o p is 
similar to q and p is concrete by definition and v’ is concrete by Theorem 4.10. 
Hence q~ is concrete. f  
The results of Section 2 complete the picture and we can determine which 
groupoids are O.C. We state the result for principal measure groupoids; but 
recall that a general measure groupoid is O.C. if and only if its associated 
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(principal) orbit groupoid is such. We consider for simplicity only the con- 
tinuous-orbit case. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let the principal measure groupoid (9, [v]) have continuous 
orbits. Then the following are equivalent: 
(I) (9, [v]) is isomorphic to (9’ x 4, [v’ x r]), where (Y, [v’]) has discrete 
orbits and (9, [T]) is as in Section 4. 
(2) (9, [v]) is isomorphic to the orbit groupoid of a group action of G, x T 
where G, is countable group and T is the circle group acting freely. 
(3) (9, [v]) is isomorphic to the orbit groupoid of some action of a locally 
compact group. 
(4) (9, [v]) is O.C. 
Proof. The fact that (1) => (2) follows immediately from [12], for it was 
shown there that any such (9s , [v,,]), after going to an inessential reduction as 
described in Remark 3.2 of this paper; is the orbit groupoid of some action of a 
countable group. Of course (3, [T]), as already noted, is isomorphic to the 
orbit groupoid of a free transitive action of the circle group 8. 
Now (2) 2 (3) is clear a fortiori, and (3) 3 (4) is simply the result of 
Theorem 2.8. We establish (4) =, (1). Let p be a reducing similarity of (9, [v]) 
onto (‘9 1 E, [Xl), where the latter is a countable standard equivalence relation 
with quasi-invariant measure h. As in Theorem 4.1, let V, be the fiber measures 
for the disintegration of V over A. If, for a set F of positive x measure in E, S, 
has an atomic point, the %-orbital measures of almost all points in F would have 
an atomic part. This follows since V, is simply the orbital measure of the orbit 
of e for the open subgroupoid (%a, [vO]) of (‘9, [v]) defined by p as in Theorem 
5.3, and these orbital measures G, are almost everywhere absolutely continuous 
with respect to the orbital measure of the 9 orbit containing e. Since [F] is not 
null, this contradicts the assumption that (9, {v]) has continuous orbits. Thus 
almost all the ce are nonatomic, and the desired result follows from Corollary 4.4. 
Remark 5.7. We should like to mention explicitly one point that is implicit 
in the above. Namely, if 9 is any discretely reducible measure groupoid with 
continuous orbits, then 9’ is isomorphic to 9 x 9, since the argument for 
(4) + (1) in Theorem 5.6 works whether 9 is principal or not. We do not 
know whether it is true in general that any 9 with continuous orbits is necessarily 
isomorphic to 9 x 9. 
It might also be well to mention explicitly one consequence of the results of 
Section 4 and the remark above. 
COROLLARY 5.8. If (SC, [vi]), i = I, 2, are two O.C. measure groupoids with 
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continuous orbits, then any equivalence class of similarities from one to the other 
actually contains an isomorphism. 
The above theorem and corollary, coupled with the results in [12], provide 
a complete classification of continuous-orbit O.C. measure groupoids in terms 
of the discrete case. Let us formulate this explicitly for principal ergodic group- 
oids, where it is most striking. 
THEOREM 5.9. The map 9 F+ 29 x S, from all ergodic principal measure 
groupoids with discrete orbits and having no finite-invariant measure to orbitally 
concrete ergodic principal measure groupoids with continuous orbits, is a bijection 
from all isomorphism classes of the former to all isomorphism classes of the latter. 
Proof. That the map is onto follows from (1) of Theorem 5.6, and since the 
injection of 3 into Y x 4 is a similarity, it is clear that we have a bijection on 
similarity classes. But Corollary 5.8 says that similarity classes in the image are 
the same as isomorphism classes, and the corollary to Theorem 3 of [21] says 
that similarity classes and isomorphism classes coincide in the domain of our 
map-hence the theorem. 1 
It is not difficult to formulate and prove a nonergodic version of the above, 
but we leave this to the interested reader. 
Remark 5.10. It is not difficult to generalize Theorem 5.6, and obtain a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a principal measure groupoid to be 
isomorphic to the orbit groupoid of a nonsingular action of a locally compact 
group: namely, it must be O.C. and have homogeneous orbits. 
EXAMPLE 5.11. We want to present an example which shows that one 
possible strengthening of Theorem 4.6 fails. More precisely, since we know 
that any groupoid of the form S x G is O.C., one might ask whether any O.C. 
3 is isomorphic to some S x G. Theorem 4.6 asserts that the orbit groupoid 
of 9 is isomorphic to the orbit groupoid of an S x G, in fact of many; the 
question is whether we can arrange matters so that the isotropy groups are 
carried across. We shall show that the answer is in general no. Of course, one 
should be asking about similarity to an S A G rather than an isomorphism; 
but that is a much more difficult matter. I f  the orbits are continuous, then of 
course by Corollary 5.8 the two questions coincide. Our example, however, has 
discrete orbits. We are unable to determine whether it is similar to some S x G. 
We begin the construction of the example. The group G&(Z) of integral 
matrices of determinant f  1, acting linearly on the plane with Lebesgue measure, 
is ergodic, by [29], and we can delete a null set N (consisting of a countable 
number of lines) so that the action is free on U = R2 - N. This group action 
defines a countable standard equivalence relation 8 on U, and Lebesgue measure 
is quasi-invariant. We define a measure groupoid 3 whose orbit groupoid is 6 
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by giving isotropy groups 9, , u E U, together with isomorphisms &, from gV 
to gU when (u, v) E & such that &J& =$U,w. If  the groups 5VU and maps $U,, 
vary smoothly with u and v, it is easy to see how to construct a measure groupoid 
59 with orbit groupoid 8 and isotropy 97% . We shall omit the routine details. 
Let us assume for the moment that this has been done so that the gU are all 
connected groups. If  the resulting measure groupoid 9 were isomorphic to an 
S x G, then S = U up to null sets and G would be acting on S so as to sweep 
out the (countable) orbits of 8, and finally G would have isotropy group at any 
u E U equal to gU . But G/gU is countable, hence discrete and so 9JU is open 
in G. But gU is also connected so in fact yU for almost all u must be the connected 
component of G; in particular, the isomorphism type of gU must be almost 
everywhere constant. 
Thus if we can construct connected groups 9, and isomorphisms $,,, as 
above so that the isomorphism type of 9, is not almost everywhere constant, 
we will have an example of a measure groupoid 9 with discrete orbits (hence 
certainly O.C.) which is not isomorphic to an S x G. 
We now construct the groups gU and maps q5,,, . Let gU be the four-dimen- 
sional nilpotent Lie algebra with basis Z,, Z,, X, Y, with [X, Y] =urZ, + uaZ2, 
and all other brackets zero, where u = (ur , ~a) E lP. Let 91U be the simply 
connected group corresponding to gU and let gU = 97,/r, , where r, is the 
exponential of the discrete central lattice in gU spanned by Z, and Z, . It is 
immediate that gU is connected and that 9U and 9, are isomorphic if and only 
if v  = gu with g E GL,(Z) so that the isomorphism type of gU is not constant. 
I f  (u, v) E 8, then u = gv with a unique g E G&(Z). We have ut = av, + bv, , 
u2 = cvl + dv, , and then we define &, to be the map of gV onto gU by 
+‘,,,(X> = X &w(Y) = Y, &dZA = 4 + 4 > ~u,,G) = b4 + d-G. It 
is clear that &,, is an isomorphism of gV onto gU , sends the discrete lattice 
generated by Z, and Z, onto “itself,” and satisfies &,&,, = $&, . After 
exponentiating and dividing by r, , we get a family of isomorphisms &, having 
the desired properties. . 
It will follow from Theorem 6.2 of the next section that we can achieve the 
same state of affairs with the underlying principal measure groupoid 8 ap- 
proximately finite. 
We shall conclude this section with a result that shows that the class of 
orbitally concrete groupoids is closed under the formation of “subobjects.” I f  
a locally compact group G operates on (S, p) ergodically, the measure groupoid 
S x G associated to the action is, as Mackey [26] emphasizes, a kind of replace- 
ment for the ordinary isotropy subgroup of G in the case when the action is 
transitive. In a suitable categorical sense S x G is a “subobject” of G and the 
introduction of measure groupoids or virtual groups fills in, so to speak, certain 
subobjects that are missing in the category of locally compact groups. NOW 
measure groupoids also can act on analytic probability spaces (S, p) and it is 
not clear that the corresponding “subobjects” that one wants actually exist as 
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measure groupoids. It is, however, shown by Ramsay [32] that such “subobjects” 
do exist; more precisely, he has shown how to construct a measure groupoid 
S * 9 corresponding to an action of a measure groupoid 9 on a space S, in 
perfect analogy with the construction of the measure groupoid S x G corre- 
sponding to an action of a group G on the space S. We have shown that any 
S x G or indeed anything similar to an S x G is discretely reducible. It 
would be bizarre if we could get out of the class of O.C. groupoids by means 
of the construction S * 8. Fortunately, this does not happen. 
THEOREM 5.12. If  9 is an O.C. groupoid and acts nonsingularly on a probability 
space (S, p), then the measure groupoid S * 9 is O.C. 
Since this result will not be used in any essential way in the sequel, and since 
the proof is extraordinarily technical and not very enlightening, we will not even 
begin to indicate the details. In broad outline the argument goes as follows. 
After some preliminary reductions we are left with the situation of a “smoothly” 
or measurably varying family of locally compact groups G, each of which is 
acting as a transformation group on a probability space (S, , pJ. Here (S, , pX) 
varies measurably with x as does the map G, x S, + S, defining the action. 
It is clear enough what one should mean by all this, but rather tedious to write 
it down. Now by Theorem 2.8 we know that each G, acting on (S, , ,uJ has a 
complete discrete section E, . What we have to know is that we can choose 
the Ez’s to vary measurable in x so that they can be pieced together, so to speak. 
For the proof, one makes crucial use of Theorem 5.3 and the fact that existence 
of discrete sections is equivalent to the existence of open smooth subgroupoids. 
In fact if 6, is the orbit groupoid associated to the action of G, on S, , one sees 
that it suffices to show that it is possible to select open smooth subrelations gso 
which depend measurably on X. If  Y& is the measure class on 6, , we form the 
measure algebra &‘(a, , vJ, and view d,O as an element of it. One can reduce 
immediately to the case where the isomorphism type of &(a% , v.J is constant, 
and then pick isomorphisms & of ~&‘(t”, , v,) onto &Y which are measurable in X. 
Then in the product space S x j ti the set of pairs (x, 7’) so that 4;‘(T) is an 
open smooth subrelation of 6, projects onto X by Theorem 2.8. To apply the 
selection theorem we need to know it is a Bore1 set. It is not diflicult to verify 
that the condition that T be an open subrelation leads to a Bore1 set in the 
product. To see that the condition that T be smooth is a Bore1 condition we 
make essential use of the result of Hahn [17], that a measured equivalence 
relation is smooth if and only if it has a finite Haar measure. 
6. APPROXIMATE FINITENESS 
Following the original definition of Dye [lo], we introduced in [12] the 
notion of approximate finiteness for countable standard equivalent relations; 
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hence by Remark 3.2, this definition makes sense for any principal measure 
groupoid with discrete orbits. In that context approximate finiteness is clearly 
a similarity invariant by Theorem 4.12 and Proposition 4.14. We wish now to 
extend this notion to the continuous case. We restrict the discussion to the 
principal case; it is not clear to us what the proper definition of approximate 
finiteness should be for nonprincipal groupoids. Thus we will just be discussing 
measured equivalence relations. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A principal measure groupoid is called approximately 
finite (AF) if it is O.C., and some (equivalently: every) reduction (Y 1 E, [Xl) 
with discrete orbits is approximately finite in the sense above. 
The following existence result, generalizing Theorem 4 of [IO], will prove 
useful. 
THEOREM 6.2. Any O.C. principal measure groupoid has an open approxi- 
mately j%ite subgroupoid which has the same invariant sets. Conversely a principal 
measure groupoid with an open approximately Jinite subgroupoid is O.C. Moreover, 
the subgroupoid may be chosen to be maximal. 
Proof. The converse part is obvious since each orbit of the original groupoid 
is a countable union of orbits of an open subgroupoid. The maximality part 
follows from the corresponding result in the discrete orbit case which is due to 
Dye [lo] for the discrete II, case and is in [ 121 for the general discrete orbit case. 
As for the direct part of the theorem, this also follows from the discrete case 
which was done by Dye [lo] f or a II, principal measure groupoid. As the 
result for the general discrete case is not in the literature, we sketch a proof, 
which, however, contains no ideas beyond those already present in [lo] and in 
Krieger’s generalizations. 
What needs to be shown is that for every countable standard equivalence 
relation G on (S, p), we can find a countable group G which is an ascending 
union of a countable sequence of finite groups, and which acts nonsingularly 
on (S, p) such that (s, sg) E & for s E S, g E G and such that the only G invariant 
sets are already 8 invariant. To this end let g be the 6 invariant elements in 
the measure algebra of (S, CL) and let Bi be a sequence of sets that generates 99. 
Then one sees that it is possible to choose a family of Bore1 sets 9’ = (LS~(~),...,~(~), 
n = 0, l,...; i = 0, l} and a family of partial Bore1 maps F = (fi(l),...,i(n) , 
n = 0, l,...; i = 0, l} satisfying (a) Si(r),...,i(n) is the disjoint union of 
hd,...,ibd,o and &) ,..., MJ , @Vu ,..., icn) is a 1-l Bore1 map from %I) ,..., wo 
to &I) ,... ,i(la),l whose graph is contained in 8, and (c) 9’ v g generates the 
measure algebra of (S, CL). Now let h:(lj,.,.,t(nJs) = s on (Bj n Si(l),.,.,i(n))c, 
.h ,..., ,ds) on Bj n sitI) ,.... i(n~.o , and&i, ,..., AS) on Bj n G) . . . . . ml . Let 
P be the collection of all these Bore1 maps of 5’ into Sand let G be the group they 
generate. Since the elements of P commute and are of order 2, G is an ascending 
union of finite groups, and it is easy to see that G does what is required. 1 
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The reader will easily see that the smooth component of such a maximal 
approximately finite subgroupoid is supported on the same invariant set as the 
smooth component of the original groupoid; in particular, if the original 
groupoid has no smooth component, neither will the subgroupoid. 
Approximate finiteness should be preserved under ascending unions as it is 
in the discrete case, and the following says that this holds in general. 
THEOREM 6.3. If  9 is a principal measure groupoid and ;f gi me approximatety 
finite subgroupoids with 9’1 C gz C ... and u FYn = 9, then 9 is approximate!\sfinite. 
Proof. First, we observe that it suffices to prove that every invariant set 9 
of positive measure in the unit space U of 9 has a subset B of positive measure 
with 9 / B approximately finite; for then Ii may be written as the union of 
countably many disjoint invariant sets Ai with each 9 1 Bi approximately finite, 
and it is now obvious that S!? is approximately finite. 
I f  lJn ~9~ = 9, then given an invariant set ,4 of positive measure, the unit 
space U%, of ‘SnO will for some n, have positive measure in A; let B = <J,,, n il. 
Then for n > no, 9n I B is an open subgroupoid of 9 1 B; so it suffices to 
consider the case where all the 9n are open subgroupoids of 99. 
Since 9r is approximately finite, it is orbitahy concrete and hence has an 
open smooth subgroupoid Yr by Theorem 5.3. Then 9, is open in 9, hence 9 
is orbitally concrete, again by Theorem 5.3. Let Z’ = 9? 1 E be a reduction 
of 99 with discrete orbits and let v  be a reducing similarity from 9 to 2. Then 
Hi = ~(9~) is an ascending sequence of open subgroupoids of 2, and J& is a 
reduction of 9i , hence approximately finite. It follows that S is approximately 
finite by [12, Proposition 4.21, and hence 9’ is approximately finite also, by 
definition. 1 
We can characterize approximately finite principal measure groupoids in 
terms of the kind of group actions they come from. (A similar result appears in 
[4], where some of the present ideas arose independently.) 
THEOREM 6.4. Let 9 be a principal measure groupoid with continuous orbits 
and unit space S. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) 9 is approximately finite. 
(2) 9 is isomorphic to a groupoid S x G with G = Z x T a product of 
integers and the circle, acting freely on S. 
(3) There exists an ascending chain G, of compact groups, with G, open in 
G nt1 and a free action of G = u G, on S so that the groupoid S x G, is open 
in 9 and 9 = u (S x G,). 
(4) There exist open smooth subgroupoids 9n with 9, t 9. 
(5) 9 is isomorphic to a groupoid S x Iw for a free action of the real line R 
on s. 
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Proof. The implication (1) 3 (2) follows since we can write 9 as 9’ x 9, 
according to Theorem 5.6 with 3’ having discrete orbits. We can arrange this 
decomposition so that all orbits of 3’ are infinite. Then 9’ is approximately 
finite and by the known results in the discrete case is generated by a free action 
of the integers Z. We use a free action of U to generate 3 and obtain the result. 
The reverse implication (2) 2 (1) is immediate. 
The implication (1) + (3) follows similarly; we use now the dyadic group 
JJT=, Z, to generate 9’ and then set G, = (n,“=, Es) x 8, where B is as above. 
The implication (3) 2 (4) . is c ear since any action of a compact group is smooth. 1 
We note also that the implication (4) 3 (I) follows at once from Theorem 6.3. 
Hence the first four statements are equivalent. 
To establish (5) we write 3 = 9’ x 9 as above and pick a free action of Z 
generating B’ and construct the flow under the constant function. This free 
actions of R yields the groupoid 9. Conversely if (5) holds we write the flow 
as the disjoint union of a conservative part and a dissipative part. The dissipative 
part yields a smooth, hence approximately finite, summand, and we apply the 
Ambrose theorem to the conservative part to write it as flow under a function. 
The associated groupoid S x R then has the form 9’ x 3, where 8’ is discrete 
and approximately finite. Hence S x 5% is approximately finite. 1 
Using Theorem 5.9, we have a classification for approximately finite ergodic 
PMGs with continuous orbits; namely, the classification is exactly the same as 
in the discrete case and the PoincarC flow is a complete invariant. In particular 
we have the classification in types II, , III, , and III, (0 < A < 1) with exactly 
one isomorphism type in the II, and III, (A > 0) cases. 
EXAMPLE 6.5. It is possible to construct an Abelian (but not locally com- 
pact) group G which is a countable ascending union of compact subgroups, 
and a compact metric G-space S with an invariant probability measure TV on 
which the G action is continuous, free, and ergodic, but such that nevertheless 
this S x G cannot be made into a measure groupoid, or equivaIently by 
Theorem 5.6, has no countable cross section. The existence of such an example, 
together with the positive results of this section, should be compared with 
Vershik [39]. 
To be more precise, let S = U” be an infinite torus with Haar measure p 
and let G, be the product of the first n-factors and G = lJn G, . Then all the 
G, and G act by translations of S and generate analytic equivalence relations 6, 
and 6 with B = (J 8, . Each 8, can be endowed with the structure of a measure 
groupoid, with measure class [vJ (unique by Proposition 3.4) on 8, projecting 
onto p on S. We claim, however, that no such measure class [v] exists on 8. 
For suppose it did; Y 1 8, would be a measure groupoid with associated measure 
pn on S. Since 8 = lJ 8, , [pa] r [p]; let S, be a Bore1 set of maximal pn 
measure where pn N CL. Then S, increases up to S. But then &n n (S, x S,) 
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can be made into a measure groupoid by the restriction of v  and vn , and both 
of these measures project onto EL 1 S, . Then by Proposition 3.4, [v] and [vJ 
agree on 6’, x (S, x S,). Hence [v,J and [v,+J also agree on this set; but it is 
evident from their explicit construction that vrl and v,+r are mutually singular, 
and this contradiction shows that [v] cannot exist. 
We shall now conclude this section with several results which give sufficient 
conditions for certain specific kinds of groupoids to be approximately finite. 
First we have a result on extensions. 
DEFINITION 6.6. Let G be an equivalence relation on Uand let v  be a bijective 
map from U to itself which normalizes B in the sense that (9’ j< q)G = C . The 
extension of b’ by q~, denoted by 8 Q, is the set of pairs ((s, t): 3n, (s, g?“(t)) E 61, 
which is readily verified to be an equivalence relation. If  [v] is a measure class 
on d making it a measure groupoid, and ~JJ is nonsingular with respect to the 
projection ,u on v  on U, let vm = C 2-l% 0 (y” x ~‘~)-l, where v  is taken to be 
a probability measure. It is then immediate that (80, [v”]) is a measure groupoid. 
THEOREM 6.7. If (8, [v]) z’s upproximately$finite so is (@, [~a]). 
Proof. This simply involves reducing matters to the discrete case where it is 
a (deep) result of Connes and Krieger [6]. First, without difficulty one reduces 
to the case where d has no smooth part and has continuous orbits. Then let F 
be a complete discrete section in the unit space U; then E = (J v”(F) is also a 
complete discrete section. Let p be a reducing similarity of (6, [v]) onto (6 j F, 
[pa]) for some pO . Now form the measure groupoid 6 x ZY as in Section 4, 
where EY is the relation on the integers Z with all points equivalent. Let G,, be 
the relation obtained by restricting 8 x 4 to U x {n} C U x Z. Then the 
map pn of U x {n> given by p,(~, n) = y”p(v-“(u)) defines a reducing similarity 
of 6, onto the measure groupoid (6 1 @l(F), [pn]), where pLn = pO o p-” x pl-‘“. 
Then we piece these together to define a reducing similarity p of G’ ;t; 9 onto 
(8 I E, [p]), where [p] is the unique measure class on G” 1 E making this a (discrete) 
measure groupoid whose projection fi onto E is x 2-l”‘&, 
Then (6 I E, [PII is a measure groupoid with countable orbits, and cp is an 
automorphism of this measure groupoid. It is a reduction of R x 9‘ which is 
similar to G, hence approximately finite. Then (6 / E)mlE, [CL]) is approximately 
finite by the Connes-Krieger result. But now we extend v  from d to L >: P by 
the identity in the second variable and we see that (8 1 E)QIE, [pm]) is a reduction 
of (a x zz)mxi and hence (8 x %-),Xi is approximately finite. But (G b: Y)Qxi 
is the same as 6~ x 9, which is similar to (in fact isomorphic to) La; hence 
(@, [v”]) is approximately finite. 1 
Remark 6.8. It is still open whether one can replace the single automorphism 
v  of Theorem 6.7 by a one-parameter group vt of automorphisms. 
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We wish now to give some sufficient conditions for actions to be approximately 
finite. The following is a helpful fact. 
LEMMA 6.9. Let G act nonsingularly on (S, fi) and denote its principal measure 
groupoid by (8, , [p]). Let N b e a normal subgroup which acts smoothly on S and 
let (S’, p’) be the quotient space. Then G/N acts on (S’, b’) and its principal measure 
groupoid is denoted by (8’oIN, &‘I). Then (8, , [p]) and (b’,,, , [p’]) are similar, 
so one is approximately finite if and only if the other is. 
Proof. If rr is the natural projection of S onto S’, v x rr defines a homo- 
morphism of 8, onto b’,,, which is immediately seen to be a similarity-in 
fact a reducing similarity. 1 
THEOREM 6.10. If G is locally compact Abelian and acts nonsingularly on 
(S, p), then (Go , [p]) is approximately finite. 
Proof. The group G is an ascending union of a sequence G(n) of open 
subgroups each of which is compactly generated. Then (6,(,, , [&I) is an open 
subgroupoid of (6, , [p]) and by Theorem 6.3 the latter is approximately finite 
provided each &cc%) is. Therefore we may and shall consider only the case 
when G is compactly generated. Then by structure theory G has a compact 
(normal) subgroup K such that G/K is isomorphic to [w” x P. Since any 
action of a compact group is smooth, Lemma 6.9 allows us to reduce to the case 
when G = [w” x iP and here the result is known at least in the ergodic case 
and due to Forrest [14]. The general case is easy to deduce from his work and 
so the proof is complete. 1 
Remark 6.11. Conjecturally any nonsingular action of a solvable (perhaps 
also amenable) locally compact group on an (S, p) is approximately finite. 
This is now known for nonsingular free actions of discrete solvable groups [a, 
and has also been established in [35] for any free action of an “almost connected” 
amenable group which preserves a finite measure. 
We close this section with an application of these notions to a situation in 
the theory of group representations. 
DEFINITION 6.12. (1) If g is a Lie algebra, and h is a subalgebra we say that b 
is an algebraic subalgebra if g has a faithful matrix representation p such that 
p(h) is an algebraic Lie algebra of matrices. 
(2) If G is a (connected) Lie group and H is a connected subgroup, we 
say that H is an algebraic subgroup if its Lie algebra h is an algebraic subalgebra 
of the Lie algebra of G. 
We note that any such His automatically type I as a group in its own right [7]. 
THEOREM 6.13. Let G be a connected Lie group and let H be a closed connected 
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normal algebraic subgroup. If p is a measure on the dual i? of H, quasi-invariant 
and ergodic under the action of G, then the principal measure groupoid (8, [v]) 
associafed to this action is approximately finite. 
Proof. We may evidently replace G by its universal covering group and H 
by the connected component of the identity of its inverse image in the covering 
of G without changing anything essential; hence we shall assume that G (and 
hence H) is simply connected. The commutator subgroup [G, G] of G is an 
algebraic subgroup of G and in fact p([g, g]) is an algebraic Lie algebra of linear 
transformations for any faithful representation p of g. I f  p is the representation 
of g guaranteed by the definition of lj it follows that p(t) + [g, g]) is an algebraic 
Lie algebra of linear transformations and that p(t)) is an ideal of it. Now let G’ 
be the connected normal subgroup of G with Lie algebra lj + [g, g]. It is 
necessarily closed. The main theorem of [30] says now that the action of G’ 
on 11 is smooth. Lemma 6.9 says that the principal measure groupoid associated 
to the action of G on (& p) is approximately finite if and only if the PMG 
associated to the action of G/G’ on (B/G’, p’) is approximately finite. But G/G’ 
is Abelian and the associated PMG is approximately finite by Theorem 6.10. 1 
COROLLARY 6.14. Let G be a connected Lie group acting linearly on a jinite- 
dimensional vector space V. Then the PMG associated to any ergodic measure 
class is approximately jinitc. 
Proof. We form the semi-direct product of G and V* (the linear dual of V) 
and use it as the big group G of the previous theorem with H = V*. 1 
The argument in the proof of Theorem 6.13 is clearly inspired by the argument 
given in [.5] to show that any factor representation of a connected (Lie) group 
generates an approximately finite von Neumann algebra. 
Remark 6.15. As Mackey and others have pointed out, any Cn foliation of 
a manifold M defines a principal measure groupoid. Bowen [4] shows that 
any Anosov foliation on a compact manifold necessarily yields an approximately 
finite principal ergodic measure groupoid, and additionally that the isomorphism 
type is quite restricted; it can never be of class III, , and if it is of type III, , 
0 < A < 1, h-l is an algebraic integer. 
7. HOMOMORPHISMS WITH GROUPS 
In this section we shall consider in more detail homomorphisms OL from a 
measure groupoid (3, [v]) into a locally compact group. Equivalence as defined 
in Section 3 becomes the following : oi N /3 i f f  there is a Bore1 f from lJ, to G 
with a(~) = f  (r(x)) /3(x) f  (d(x))-l f  or a 11 x in an inessential reduction. For Abelian 
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G, those are one-cocycles, and equivalence amounts to cocycles being coho- 
mologous. Some of what will be said here has been discussed more generally in 
the context of homomorphisms from one groupoid to another by Ramsay [32] 
and Series [34]. We obtain sharper and more detailed results in our case, 
especially when we make use of Theorem 2.8. On the other hand our results 
extend those obtained in special cases in [33]. 
We recall the following construction of a skew product from [27]. 
DEFINITION 7.1. If  (‘9, [v]) is a measure groupoid and 01 is a homomorphism 
of it into G, we construct a new groupoid (9, [v”]) by 9 = 9 x G, va = v  x y, 
where y  is right Haar measure on G and with multiplication given by 
(x, g)(y, a(x)-lg) = (xy, g), which is defined precisely when xy is defined. 
The groupoid (CP, [+I) is called the kernel of ol; the map ((x, g), h) M (x, gh) 
defines an action of G on (‘9, [u&I) as a transformation group of measure- 
preserving automorphisms of this groupoid. The quotient action of G on the 
ergodic components of (%‘a, [P]) or more or less equivalently the corresponding 
measure groupoid, is called the range closure of OL or the Poincare’flow associated 
to 01, and it is ergodic if and only if (9, [v]) is. The unit space of (9, [v”]) is 
U9 x G with the product measure and it is immediate that (@, [P]) is principal 
if and only if 01 is injective on almost all isotropy groups 9, of 9. There is finally 
a natural homomorphism 7~ from (‘9, [v”]) to (9, [v]) given by +(x, g) = X. 
The following proposition summarizes the dependence of 9 on 9 and 01 and is 
a sharpening of [32, Theorem 7.21. We omit the proof. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. If  0 is a homomorphism from (‘3, [v]) to (2, [k]) and 01 and /3 
are homomorphisms from these groupoids to G, then 01 N b 0 0 i f f  there is a homo- 
morphism g from (‘9, [v”[) to (39, [@I) commuting with the action of G and’such 
that QT~ 0 e” = 6 0 +; furthermore t? is a similarity i f f  0 is. 
We now introduce an important and natural class of homomorphisms. 
DEFINITION 7.3. Let G act nonsingularly on (S, CL) and let E be a complete 
set in S (Definition 2.1) and let (9, [v]) b e a reduction of the groupoid S x G 
to E. Then OI(S, g) = g for (s, g) E 9 is clearly a homomorphism of (‘9, [v]) into 
G and we call it the return homomorphism (of E) since it represents the “return 
time to the set E.” 
The condition that a groupoid be both smooth and principal is called triviality 
by Ramsay [32]. He shows that triviality of the kernel of a homomorphism a! 
into another groupoid is equivalent to the existence of a similarity between 
(9, [v]) and the range closure of 01. The following is a sharpening of his result 
in the case when (Y takes values in a group. It connects the notions introduced 
above, and says that if 01 has trivial kernel, then its range closure is similar in a 
special way to the original groupoid. 
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THEOREM 7.4. Let cx be a homomorphism of (9, [v]) into G such that (c+, [vu]) 
is smooth and principal. Then (3, [v]) 1s isomorphic to a reduction of the range 
closure of a: determined by a complete set E, in such a manner that 01 corresponds 
to the return homomorphism for the set E. 
Proof. Let S be an almost everywhere Bore1 cross section for the equivalence 
relation which 9 defines on its unit space V = U:g x G, and let 7 be the 
image of P on k’ on S under the projection from P-to S. The range closure of 01 
is described by an action of G on (S, T) given as follows: (s, h) . g = (d(x), 
a(x)-lhg), where x is the unique element of 9 such that (d(x), LX(X) -lhg) is in S 
and is equivalent to (s, hg). The uniqueness of x’ is ensured by the fact that 01 is 
injective on isotropy groups (we have tacitly excluded the null set in U, where 01 
is not injective on isotropy groups). 
We now define a map 0 of U, into S by O(t) = (s,g), where (s,g) is the 
unique element of S equivalent to (t, e) E V, and it is clear that the analytic set 
IY(U,) contains a v  o 0-l conull complete set E. Then we define a map i of Y 
into (S x G) / E which will provide the desired isomorphism; in fact let ;(x) = 
(e(r(X)), a(~)). For this to be well defined we must have O(r(x)) a(~) E E, but a 
simple calculation shows that this is &d(x)). W e omit the remainder of the proof, 
which is routine calculation to show that i has the desired properties. a 
It should be remarked that under the hypotheses of Theorem 7.4, (9, [v]) is 
automatically orbit-concrete, and will of course be orbit-discrete i f f  the set E of 
7.4 is discrete. 
It is clearly of some interest to investigate when the hypotheses in Theorem 7.4 
for oc are satisfied. We have already remarked that (+, [P]) is principal i f f  01 is 
injective on a.a. isotropy groups, a condition easily understood and checked. 
It is rather more subtle to find conditions on (Y ensuring that (P, [v&l) is smooth, 
and we note that this problem arose in [2, Chap. II] as the “unwinding phenom- 
enon.” An answer to this question may be found by extending the notion of 
transient homomorphism (see [33]) in the case of free actions of discrete groups, 
and Abelian G. The terminology comes from the observation that in some cases 
a homomorphism into G can be viewed as defining a random walk on G; in 
such cases the notion of transience of the homomorphism coincides with 
transience of the random walk as defined classically. We first formulate the 
notion in the ergodic case, where it is simpler. 
DEFINITION 7.5. A homomorphism a: of an ergodic (3, [v]) into G is called 
transient if, first, ~(9~) is closed in G for almost all s E UT , and second, there is 
a reduction (3 j B, [h]) of 3 with 01 defined on this reduction and a neighborhood 
V of e in G such that X((X E 3 j B, a(.~) E V, d(x) # r(x)>) = 0. If  the groupoid 
is not ergodic, one has to demand a local version of the above; that is, for every 
invariant A, C U of positive measure, there exist an invariant A, C A, of positive 
measure and a reduction of ?? 1 -4, satisfying the condition stated above. 
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Remark 7.6. There are several consequences of this definition that we 
point out. Since their proofs are mostly just modification of the proofs in [33] 
for the discrete case, we omit the details. 
(1) The groupoid (9 1 B, [Xl) of the definition necessarily has discrete 
orbits so that if 99 possesses a transient cocycle, it must be O.C. 
(2) If  we are given a set A C U, with :([A]) > 0, then if 01 is transient, 
we may find some E as in the definition with E C A. 
(3) Transience is a property of equivalence classes (or cohomology 
classes) of homomorphisms in that if a - 8, 01 transient o /3 transient. 
(4) Transience is preserved by similarity, i.e. if B is a similarity: 9 ---f A?, 
then 01 is transient on 2 e 010 6’ is transient on 9’. 
(5) The modular homomorphism is never transient. 
The most important example of transient homomorphisms is provided by 
the following. 
PROPOSITION 7.7. If G acts on (S, CL) and E is a complete set in S, then the 
return homomorphism of E is transient, and injective on isotropy groups. 
Proof. By Remark 7.6(4), this is the same as showing that the natural 
homomorphism (s, g) H g of S x G into G is transient. By Theorem 2.8 we 
choose a lacunary section for the action of G, and it is clear that E works as the 
set in the definition of transience. Finally as already noted, return homomor- 
phisms are injective on isotropy groups. 1 
We come now to the crucial property of transience and its connection with 
the kernel of a homomorphism. 
THEOREM 7.8. If 01 is a homomorphism from (‘3, [v]) to G, then 01 is transient 
i# (9+, [v”]) is smooth. 
Proof. This has‘already been shown in [33] for principal discrete (9, [v]) 
and Abelian G. The following is a bit simpler and also works quite generally. 
First let us assume transience; since then (9, [v]) is discretely reducible, and 
since by Proposition 7.2 and Remark 7.6, (9, [VI), and transience of 01, it 
depends only on the similarity class of (9, [v]) and the equivalence class of 01, 
we may assume that (9, [v]) has discrete orbits, and in fact that its orbit group 
is a countable standard equivalence relation with a quasi-invariant measure F. 
Then if $([A]) > 0, i;(A) > 0. Thus we partition almost all of Ug into 
Bore1 sets Ai and find symmetric neighborhoods Vi of e in G so that if x E 9 1 Ai , 
then a(x) E Vi * r(x) = d(x). To show that (9%, [v&I) is smooth, it quite 
evidently suffices to show that 9 1 Aj x G is smooth; in other words we may 
and shall assume that Ug = Aj , or equivalently that we have a symmetric I’ 
so that a(x) E I’ 3 d(x) = r(x). Now select a countable open cover Wi of G 
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such that g E Wi * Wi C Vg, and it again suffices to show that (e 1 U x WJ 
is smooth. But the orbit of an (s, g) in U x Wi is simply {s} x ~(9~) g n Wi C 
{s} >( Wi and is a closed subset in the topology from Wi since 01(‘9J is assumed 
to be a closed subgroup. Moreover the map s ++ 01(9J is a Bore1 map from U 
into the space -Y(G) of closed subgroups of G. If  K is a compact set in G, then 
s it (cY(<~,.)) . K = F(s) is easily seen to be a Bore1 map of U into the space of 
closed subsets of G and hence the set {(s, g), g E F(s)} is a Bore1 subset of U x G. 
Hence if --1 is any Bore1 subset of U and KC Wi , the saturation of A x K in 
U .i 61, relative to 9 is simply ((s, g), g EF(~)} n (A x WJ, which is a Bore1 
subset of L- j,. Wj . It follows that the equivalence relation on U x Wi is 
countably separated and moreover has a Bore1 cross section (see [3, Proof of 
Theorem 4, Sect. 6.8, Chap. IX]. This completes one direction. 
For the converse, we first argue that there is no loss of generality in assuming 
that (9, [v~]) is principal; that is, a is injective on isotropy. To see this we 
simply form the groupoid 9, where we identify points of Yset (s, t) E U, x lJ:g 
which are identified by 01. If  s is the image of v  in g, then oi defines a homo- 
morphism < of (9?, [?I) which is transient i f f  cy. was. Moreover the unit space of 
[p, p] is esactly the same as the unit space of (59”, [L”]) and the equivalence 
relation is the same. 
Thus WC‘ take (aa, [v”]) principle in addition to being smooth. Theorem 7.4 
tells us that LY “is” a return cocycle for some group action and Proposition 7.7 
says that zx is therefore transient. 1 
We obtain the following corollary, which may be viewed as an answer to 
some of the questions raised in [27]. 
VOROLLARI~ 7.9. Let G act freely on (S, p); then this action is the range of a 
transient homomorphism of an integer action @ it is approximately finite. 
We also obtain the following statement, which extends results in [33]. 
~IOROLLARY 7.10. (a) If  G has a strictly ergodic free, approximately finite 
action, and if (3, [v]) is an approximately jinite principal measure groupoid, then 
it admits a transient homomorphism into G. 
(b) If  (9, [v]) is a principal measure groupoid and has a transient homomor- 
phism into a group G such that all f  ree actions of G are approximately$nite, then 
(9, [v]) is approximately finite. 
COROLLARY 7.11. If  G is Abelian and noncompact and (3, [v]) is ergodic, then 
(3, [v]) has a G-valued transient homomorphism ijf (3, [v]) is approximateZy 
finite. 
Proof. Such a G satisfies the assumptions of both (a) and (b) of Corollary 7.10. 
I 
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We close this section with some comments about the connection with 
Ambrose’s theorem on the representation of a flow as a flow under a function. 
Our results generalize part of the original statement, namely, the existence of 
lacunary cross sections, and hence by Theorem 7.4 that the flow could be 
written as the range (closure) of a return homomorphism of an orbit-discrete 
groupoid into G; the return homomorphism is of course transient. Moreover 
the orbit-discrete groupoid will be approximately finite i f f  the original action 
was. However, Ambrose used the ordering on the real line in an essential way 
to obtain a much more precise model for the action as the flow under a function. 
We can in fact refine our results to yield statements that look a little more like 
the Ambrose theorem; but, even in the case of R2, we see no way to replace the 
ordering on R by something which will give the full force of the Ambrose 
theorem. At any rate, here is the promised refinement. Consider an ergodic 
free action of IV on a space (Y, p) (similar results will hold for free actions of 
any locally compact group, but are more complicated to describe). Then we 
claim that we can find an approximately finite countable relation E on Lebesgue 
space (X, V) together, first of all, with a Bore1 map x tt C, of Y into the set of 
locally finite convex polyhedra in RR (C, is a closed convex set bounded by a 
locally finite family of hyperplanes), so that Y can be identified, mod null sets, 
with {(x, z), x E C,} with the obvious measure. If  F = {(x, a), z E i(C,)) we also 
have a map f from F to itself such that f (x, /3) = (b(x, p), ,8 + c(x, /I)), where 
b(x, 8) N x and where b(x, ,8) and c(x, /3) are constant on the interior of each 
of the (countable number of) faces of C, . (The function f (x, p) could even be 
left undefined on the intersection of two faces of C, .) With all of these data the 
flow of lP can be described as follows. If  we start from (x, r), y  E Cso, and 
want to flow along a one-parameter subgroup (ta) C lFP, t E R, 0: E R”, we 
follow the line y  + tol in C, until we first reach a face of C, , say at (x, p). We 
then move to the point f (x, p) E C&J and note that the vector (Y now points 
into the polyhedron Cb(z,O) so that we may continue to t-low in the direction 01. 
When we next run into a face of Cr,(z,a) we repeat the process, and this describes 
the action of FP in a way quite analogous to Ambrose’s original theorem. Note 
that only a null set of points end up ever running into a “corner” of C, where 
b(x, 8) is perhaps undefined. The sets C, satisfy a number of other conditions 
made clear by their construction below, but we shall not dwell on this. One can 
recover the original Ambrose theorem from this for UP = R since then C, is 
either a finite interval [c(x), d(x)] or an infinite interval. One easily sees that C, 
is finite almost everywhere (otherwise ergodicity would fail) and hence it has 
exactly two faces. The function b(x, d(x)) = T(x) is a mapping of X to itself 
and b(x, c(x)) is seen to be its inverse, and the flow is seen to be the flow built 
under the function f (x) = d(x) - c x with the transformation T as base. ( ) 
Let us give a brief indication of how one can construct the C, and the map f. 
We begin by selecting a lacunary section X for our action of R” on Y, and let c1 
be the return homomorphism. The “points of return” give a discrete relation d 
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on X which is clearly approximately finite. Then the values of the cocycle 
CX(X, x’) for fi xe d x as x’ varies in the equivalence class of x form a uniformly 
discrete set in that there is a neighborhood U of 0 in Iw” so that the sets 
ol(x, x’) --;- C’ are disjoint. I f  d is the usual distance on R” we let C, = 
tr 1 d(0, y) 5;. d(r, ol(x, x’)) Vx’ N x,. ’ Quite clearly C, is a convex polyhedron 
bounded by a locally finite family of hyperplanes-the equidistance sets Hz, 
from 0 and ‘Y(x, x’), x’ # X. Now let /3 be in the interior of a face of C, , say 
C, n 15: . Then w E Hz and d(0, /3) = d(/3, 01(x, z)) for a unique z. Since 
,(Z , x’) = ol(.v, x’) + ~(2, X) it is clear that the equidistance set for 0 and 
a(,, x’) is H,., - ol(.r, z). Hence p - ol(x, X) is in the interior of a face of C, and 
we define f(~, p) = (z, /3 - ~(2, x)) for /3 in the interior of C, n Hz. One may 
verify that this does the job. 
Remark If the action of [w” is finite measure preserving, the approximately 
finite relation d obtained from any lacunary section has a finite invariant 
measure in the sense of the Corollary to Proposition 2.2 in [12]. This follows 
from an argument in the proof of Proposition 2.16 in [14]. 
8. GROUP-MEASURE SPACE FACTORS 
Given a principal ergodic measure groupoid (9, [v]) and DIE H2(9, U) one 
may construct a von Neumann algebra M(g’, a!) = M, which is a factor with a 
distinguished maximal Abelian subalgebra A called the diagonal algebra. The 
construction in fact gives a distinguished spatial realization of M. This is done 
in [18], and unifies in a natural way the original construction in [15] and the 
subsequent generalizations found in [8, 13, 22, 421. 
Any isomorphism of (%r , [vJ) to (gz , [v~]) w ic carries ala to 01~ gives rise h’ h 
to a spatial isomorphism of the corresponding factors ilJz --f Mr carrying A, 
to iz, . It is proved in [I 91 that the converse holds, in that any such isomorphism 
comes from an isomorphism of groupoids. The first of the two propositions 
below is not difficult; the second is paraphrased from [18, Theorem 5.41. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. If  (Mi , Ai), i = 1, 2, and (Ill, A) are constructed from 
(gi , [v,], a,) and (gl x CYz , [I+ x vz], a; x cy,), then M e Ml @ ilIz with 
A == -tll :Tt -da , where M means spatial isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. (9, [v]) is essentially transitice if and only if v  ma-v be 
written as p x p on 5’ x S, with M M B(L2(p)) @ 1, , A = La(p) @ lH , 
and H = L2(p). 
We now investigate what happens under similarity. For this we introduce 
some objects which will be needed again later. I f  H is an infinite-dimensional 
Hilbert space then B(H) has two distinguished conjugacy classes of maximal 
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Abelian subalgebras, namely, one isomorphic to Zm(Z), call it A, , and one 
isomorphic to La([O, l]), call it A, . The subalgebra A, is a Cartan subalgebra, 
in the sense of [13], but A, is not, and these two subalgebras are the only ones 
which are regular, in that their normalizers generate all of B(H). 
THEOREM 8.3. Let (Si , [vJ) b e measure groupoids with cq E H2(Bi , U) and 
let q~ be a concrete similarity from one to the other with ~*(a,) = (Ye . Then there 
exists a spatia2 isomorphism of M(‘SI , a1) @ B(H) onto M(B, , NJ @ B(H) which 
carries A, @ A, onto A, @ A, . 
Proof. This is immediate from Propositions 8.1 and 8.2 and Theorem 4.6. 
When applied to orbitally concrete (9, [v]) th is result shows that no essentially 
new von Neumann algebras arise in the continuous case that did not already 
arise in the discrete case. 
COROLLARY 8.4. Suppose (‘9, [v]) is an ergodic orbitally concrete principal 
measure groupoid and LY E H2(%, U). Then there exists a von Neumann algebra M 
with Cartan subalgebra B so that M = M(&, 8) for a discrete (X, [p]) and a 
spatial isomorphism of M(9, o) @ B(H) onto M @ B(H) which arries A @ A, 
onto B @ A, . 
Proof. This is immediate from the definitions, Theorem 8.3, and the results 
in [13]. [ 
We would like to be able to characterize intrinsically those pairs (M, A) with A 
Abelian such that M s M(9, a) with A corresponding to the diagonal sub- 
algebra just as was done in the discrete case in [13]. Certainly A should be 
maximal Abelian; a key condition in the discrete case was that A be regular in 
that its normalizer N(A) generates M. In the continuous case this condition 
excludes some obviously pathological examples and is satisfied in the most 
important cases. 
PROPOSITION 8.5. Suppose (‘9, [v]) is principal and ergodic, cx E H2(9, 8) 
and M = n/r{%, CY), A the diagonal subalgebra. Then ifN(A) generates M, (9, [v]) 
has either continuous or discrete orbits. Conversely if (9, [v]) either has continuous 
orbits or discrete orbits, and is O.C., then N(A) generates M. 
Proof. Any u E N(A) induces a point map on the unit space U of 9 which 
preserves the class [q of v and is an automorphism of (9, [v]) in that almost all 
classes of 9 on U are sent to themselves and almost all orbital measures v, , 
u E U, are preserved up to equivalence. In general we may decompose lJ as a 
disjoint union U = U, u U, , where each orbit f of the groupoid (equivalence 
relation) is decomposed as [ = (6 n U,) u (I u U,), where 5 n U, carries the 
discrete part of the orbital measure and (f n UC) carries its continuous part. It is 
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clear from this that the point map of U to itself determined by any element 
u of N(A) carries U, and U, into themselves up to null sets. Thus if Pd and P, 
are the corresponding projections in A viewed as elements of M = M(‘9,01), u 
commutes with both. Hence if N(A) g enerates M, Pd and P, would be in the 
center of M; but M is a factor so P, or Pd is zero, and this means that the orbits 
of 9 are either continuous or discrete. This proves the first assertion. 
For the second assertion we may assume that (9, [v]) has continuous orbits, 
for otherwise if 9 has discrete orbits, A is a Cartan subalgebra already. But now 
by Theorem 5.6, (9, [v]) is isomorphic to a product (YO x 9, [v,, x ~1) where 
(Ya , [Q]) has discrete orbits and (3, [T]) is as in Section 5. Then by Proposi- 
tion 8.1, M is isomorphic to M,, @ B(H) with A isomorphic to A, @ A, , where 
A,, is a Cartan subaIgebra of M, . Since A, is regular in M0 and A, is regular in 
B(H), A is regular. 1 
It is well to note explicitly what has been proved in the last paragraph. 
PROPOSITION 8.6. If (3, [v]) is principal O.C. with continuous orbits, and 
M = M(9, a) for some cocycle, then M w M,, @ B(H) in such a manner that the 
diagonal algebra A of Mgoes over into A, @ A, , where A, is a Cartan subalgebra 
of 4. 
In view of Proposition 8.5 we shall restrict our discussion to regular maximal 
Abelian subalgebras and principal groupoids with homogeneous orbits. The 
question is what extra conditions are needed on a regular maximal Abelian 
A sitting in M to ensure that M = M(9, IY ) f or some principal measure groupoid 
as above and some cocycle in such a way that A goes over into the diagonal 
subalgebra. In 118, Theorem 5.11 it is noted that it is necessary that A be con- 
tained in the centralizer of some semifinite faithful normal weight 9, on M. We 
do not know if this is sufficient; however, if the weight v can be chosen so as to 
be semifinite on A, then by results in [37], A is already a Cartan subalgebra 
and hence the answer is affirmative. Something a little weaker is necessary to 
characterize such A’s in general. 
We can find one answer to the question utilizing a weakening of the definition 
of a Cartan subalgebra in another direction that was also explored in [13]. 
Recall from [IS] that an Abelian subalgebra B of M is normal if B is the center 
of its centralizer in M. 
DEFINITION 8.7. An Abelian subalgebra B of M will be called a quasi- 
Cartan subalgebra if 
(1) B is normal in M and B’ n M is type I, 
(2) B is regular in M, 
(3) there is a faithful normal condition expectation of M onto B. 
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Recall that the condition that B be a Cartan subalgebra of M is the same as 
the above except that (1) is replaced by the condition that B be maximal Abelian, 
which of course implies (1) above. 
THEOREM 8.8. Let A C M be regular maximal Abelian. Then a necessary and 
su$kient condition that M = M(9, u) f or some principal O.C. measure groupoid 
with homogeneous orbits, so that A goes to the diagonal subalgebra, is that A contain 
a quasi-Cartan subalgebva B of M. 
Proof. If M s M(3, ) 01 with A the diagonal algebra, then A is either a 
Cartan subalgebra already if 9 has discrete orbits or by Proposition 8.6, 
Mz M,@B(H) with A= A,@A,, where A,, is a Cartan subalgebra of 
M,, . Quite clearly A,, = B is a quasi-Cartan subalgebra. 
Conversely let A 3 B, with B quasi-Cartan in M. For simplicity we may, by 
utilizing decomposition theory, assume that M is a factor. By the results in [37] 
there is a state 91 of M whose modular automorphism group u-(t) is the identity 
on B. It follows that u,(t) normalizes the centralizer B’ n M of B in M. Now 
reversing the result in [37], we have a faithful normal conditional expectation 
of M onto B’ n M. We claim now that B’ n M = B @ B(H) for some Hilbert 
space H. In fact since B is the center of B’ n M, structure theory for type I 
algebras says that B’ n M = C B, @ B(H,), where B = C B, . But each of 
the factors above is invariant under the normalizer of B, and hence if B, = p,B, 
p, commutes with the algebra generated by N(B), that is, all of M by regularity 
of B. Hence there is only one summand, as asserted. 
Now choose a Cartan subalgebra A, of B(H) and let A, = B @ A,. This is 
clearly maximal Abelian in M. Since there are faithful normal conditional 
expectations of M onto M n B’ = B @ B(H) and of B @ B(H) onto B @ A, = 
A, there is a conditional expectation of M onto A,. Finally, let MI be the 
subalgebra of M generated by the normalizer of A, . Quite evidently MI 3 M n 
B’. Now let u be in the normalizer of B. Then u also normalizes M n B’ and 
uA,u-1 is another maximal Abelian subalgebra of B @ B(H) with a conditional 
expectation (in fact a Cartan subalgebra of B @ B(H)). As such it is easily 
seen to be conjugate to A, by a unitary v in B @ B(H). Then v-lu normalizes 
A r , and since v E MI , MI 3 u and hence MI = M. We have now shown 
that A, is in fact a Cartan subalgebra of M so the main theorem of [13] 
applies. 
We notice now that a major portion of the analysis of [13] was carried out for a 
more general class of Abelian subalgebras, namely, those satisfying parts (2) and 
(3), and the first half of (1) in Definition 8.7. In particular this works for quasi- 
Cartan subalgebras, and Propositions 3.2 through 3.10 of [13] are valid for B as 
well as for A, . If we write B = La@, F) and A, = Lm(Y, x), we have a 
mapping q~ of Y onto X induced by the inclusion of B into A, . By construction 
of A, it is clear that v is n to 1, where n = dim(H) can be 1,2,..., co. Moreover 
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we have countable standard equivalence relations 8, on X and 6, on Y. From 
their construction by the actions of N(B) and N(A,) it is clear that v  is a homo- 
morphism of relations and moreover that v-l(x) for any x E X is contained in a 
single 8r orbit. Thus 9 is a reducing similarity and if zon denotes the transitive 
equivalence relation on 7t points (n = 1,2,..., CO) then by Theorem 4.4, 6, = 
6, x Fn. Moreover the 2-cocycle sr of 8, produced by the main theorem of 
[I 31 may (by the results of Section 4) be taken to be of the form s,(rp(y,), &Q), 
I), where s,, is a 2-cocycle of 8X. 
The presentation of M = M(b r , ul) as matrices over 8, above may be 
recast so that M can be viewed as B(H)-valued matrices over the relation 8x 
twisted by the cohomology class 0s of sa . We omit the routine details involved 
to obtain M is this form as i’IZ(6, , B(H), ~0). 
We return now to our original subalgebra A of M and write it as LLo(Z, G). 
Then we have a map 4 of Z onto X induced by the inclusion of B into A. The 
measure F can be disintegrated over p on X with distintegration products i;, . 
Since A is maximal Abelian in g @B(H) the dimension of L”(G,J is constant 
and equal to the dimension of H. We now define an equivalence relation 8, 
on Z by .a1 - za i f f  #(x1) - $(~a). It is easy to see that we may put a measure v  
on 6, which projects to V on Z so that gz becomes a principal measure groupoid. 
The map t/~ is a reducing similarity, so gz is O.C. The class of v  is unique, by 
Proposition 3.4. We define a 2-cocycle s of R, by s(Z, , Z, , Z,) = su(#(Zr), 
#(Z,), $(Z,)) and form the twisted regular representation [IS] giving rise to the 
von Neumann algebra M(G, , u), where u is the class of s. In view of the con- 
struction of b, as a fiber space over 6, with transitive fibers, it is easy to see that, 
as before, M(gZ , u) can also be viewed as B(H)-valued matrices over the 
relation CI, , twisted by the cocycle s,, . Hence the original algebra M = M(gy, cl) 
is also M($, , 0) and one sees from the construction that under these identifica- 
tions the original Abelian subalgebra is carried over onto the diagonal subalgebra 
of M(t;, , u). We take 3 = 6, and this does the trick. i 
(The last part of the above argument could equally well have been based on 
[19, Theorem 11.) 
We shall conclude with a brief discussion of the connection between ap- 
proximate finiteness for measure groupoids and von Neumann algebras. If  
(9, [v]) is principal and approximately finite then one can see, by Corollary 8.4, 
that M(S) is approximately finite since this is true in the discrete case. Note that 
H2(9, 8) = (I), so no cocycles enter. Actually we can give a direct argument 
that in fact proves a bit more. Recall that a representation rr of a measure 
groupoid (3, [v]) is a homomorphism of 9 into the unitary group U(K) 
of some Hilbert space K. By [16] there is an associated von Neumann 
algebra M(r) but this algebra acts not on K but on L2(U, 6, K), where U 
is the unit space of 9. The following makes the connection alluded to 
above. 
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THEOREM 8.9. I f  (3, [v]) ’ p ’ ‘p 1 d pp zs rmcz a an a roximately Jinite, then M(T) is 
an approximately Jinite von Neumann algebra for any representation T. 
Proof. According to Theorem 6.4, (9, [ 1) v is an ascending union of a sequence 
of open smooth subgroups (gm , [v,J). Let 7rTT, be the restriction of v to c!?~ .
Then since (c!?~ , [YJ) is open it is virtually immediate that M(n,) form an 
ascending sequence of subalgebras whose union is weakly dense in M(T). If we 
can show that each M(cT,) is type I then it follows by standard methods that 
M(T) is approximately finite. 
Thus it remains to show that if (9, [v]) is smooth and principal then M(a) 
is type I for any representation n. But this follows essentially from [16, Theorem 
5.191; the only difference is that ergodicity is assumed in the hypothesis of the 
quoted result; but it is never used in any essential way. One could also make a 
simple, direct, but tedious calculation. 1 
Finally, here is a result which may be obtained by utilizing some work of 
R. Zimmer: 
THEOREM 8.10. Let G be a second countable locally compact amenable group 
acting nonsingularly on (S, p), and let (9, [v]) be its orbit groupoid. Then M(S, 1) 
is AF. 
Proof. By decomposition we may assume ergodicity. By [43, Theorem 2.11 
the principal ergodic groupoid (3, [v]) obtained from the action is amenable in 
Zimmer’s sense, so that any orbit-discrete (8, [p]) similar to it is also amenable. 
By [44, Theorem 3.61, M(F?, 1) is AF. It follows from Theorem 8.3 that M(S, 1) 
is likewise AF. 
Remark. The same argument shows that a concrete principal (3, [v]) is 
amenable if and only if M(B, 1) is AF. 
Note added in proof. This has now been shown to hold for general M(9, a), in P. Hahn, 
“o-representations of amenable groups,” preprint. 
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